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Abst ra ct
AJka1i·aggregate reactivity is an intemal chemical reaction between tr.esodium and potassium
alkaline compone nts in the concrete mix and active minc:ral constituents of some aggregates.
The reaction results in die formati on of a gel which absorbs water . expands. and therefore
exerts internal pressures which sometimes can be far in excess of that which co ncrete can
sustain, thereby causing the fonnati on of micro cracks.
In this investigatio n. a potential ly highly reactive aggregate, and a potentially marginally
reactive aggregate (identified by accelerated mortar bar testing , and petrographic
examination) were used inconcrete specime ns, in both normal and high strength mix designs.
After the initial 28 day curin g period. the number of samples al located for each testing
procedure wereequally divided, and then submerged in a holding tank: containing either a
solution of 1M sodium hydroxide or de-ionized water at 80 ·C over an extendedperiod of
time. Research bas proven that a sodium hydroxide solution can accelerate an alkali -
aggregate reaction.
From these specimens. the mechanical properti es such as the compressive stren gth. direc t
tensile strength. modulus of rupture, freeze • thaw characteristics. as well as the creep
characte ristics were determined for all samples at different time intervals. In comparing the
mechanical properties of samp les located in the sodium hydroxide solution , and those
determined from samples located in the de-ionized water, the effect of an alkali -aggregate
reaction on the mechanical prope rties of concrete could be exami ned.
In general. normal strength concrete samples subjected to the sodium hydroxide solutio n
containing the potentially highly reactive aggregate experienced increased losses in
mechanical properties than that of speci mens containing the potentially marginally reactive
aggregate . However, for high strength co ncrete samples subjec ted to the solution, there were
little, if any, loss of mechan ical properties for either specimens containing the potentially
reactive or marginal aggregates. This is explained by the improved micro structure of high
strength concrete as a result of the secondary pozzolanic reaction .
The normal strength samples containing the highly reactiv e aggregate experienced a loss in
ultimate compressive strength of 28%, and a decrease in the modulus of elasticity of 80010
over the testing period . Sampl es contai ning the modera tely reactive aggregate experie nced
no loss in compressive strength over the testin g period, and a decrease in the modulus of
elasticity of 20% . The ultimate tensile strength of both normal strength concret e samples
containing the highly and moderatel y reactive aggregate decreased by 37 %, and 31 %
respectively. The freez e - thaw effects revealed that normal strength specimens containing the
moderately reactive aggregate experienced larger decrease in mechanical properti es than that
of specimens containing the highly reactive aggregate . Creep of the normal strength concrete
containing the highly reactive aggregate experienced a 94% increase in cree p strain with
respect to the co ntrol. whereas normal strength specimens containi ng the moderat ely reactive
aggregate ex perienced a 48% increase in creep strain with respect to the contro l. This is
attributed to the weaker cement paste resulting from a more aggressive alkali-aggregate
reaction.
A theoretical investi gation of the moment - curvature response of a typical I - section, and
Tee - section were examined assuming expansive strains resulting from an alkali - aggregate
reaction, From the investigation. it was apparent tha t the effects of an alkali-aggregate
reaction on the ultimate moment capaci ty, and curvature of both sections was not signi ficant
« 5%). These results arc consisten t with that determined from research conducted during the
past decade involving pre-stressed. and well reinforced sections.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 General
Concrete is known as the first construction material, proving to be very cost effective,
reliabl e. and bas sho wn to provide long time durability. Man y of the structures locat ed in
Europe , even though the concrete wasnot made with modem portland cement, have been in
service for hundreds of years , and are still found without appreciable deterioration. For the
most part, deterioration ofmodern concrete structures has resulted from inadequat e cove r of
reinforcin g stee l. and the penetration of chloride ions which lead to corrosion of the stee l. as
well as spalling of the concrete cover .
However , due to extensi ve field and laboratory investigati ons durin g the past few decades ,
researche rs have dis covered that a chemical reaction which occ urs within the concrete when
certai nconstitue nts are present can cause servicea bility prob lems . This phenomen on is called
alkali -aggregate reactivity (AAR), and was first recognize d in the western region of the
Unit ed States of America in the late 1930's (Stan ton, 1940). Research conducted on nearly
400 concrete structures loca ted in Newfoundland revealed tha t almost 32 % were showi ng
signs of pre mature deterioration due to alkali-aggregate reactivity, with the greater number
oftbese structures being located on the Avalo n Peninsul a (refer to Figure I). However , of
this 32%, 11.2 % showed moderate to severe deterioration as a result of alkali-aggregate
reactivity (Bragg, 1996).
Figun I - Co ncnt(ltruquTfI withModerate loSe"r, det«fqratiqn caused byM R (Brag g
Do m 'intI 11:1 100
In the past, visible evidence of surface cracking was attributed to such processes as stress,
freeze-thaw cycles, shrinkage, and creep . However, today many researchers believe that
intemaI expansive alkali-aggregate reactions may be a catalyst to cause crack formation in
many cases, and that all of the other processes act synergistically in causing the observed
damage of field structures.
Today, evidence of AAR can beseen in almost all regions of Canada, even in concrete using
different types of aggregate. In general, there are three types of alkali aggregate reactivity :
alkali-silica, alkali-carbonate, and alkali-silicate reactivity. However, alkali-si lica reactivity
(ASR) is more widespread, and is the reaction of which this thesis is concerned.
ASR is an internal chemical reaction between thesodiumand potassium alkaline components
in the concrete mix and active mineral constituents of some aggregates. The reaction results
in the formation of a gel which absorbs water, expands, and therefore exerts internal pressures
which sometimes can be far in excess of thatwhich concrete can sustain, thereby causing the
formation of micro cracks. Thesecracks can thereby act as channels for water movement
leading to increased saturation, increasing the structure's freeze..thaw susceptibility, and
increasing the potential for chloride attack of the reinforcement.
Extensive investigations made by scientists allover the world have concluded that there are
three main components necessary to facilitate the alkali -silica reaction . They include a
sufficient amount of alkalies in the pore solutions, a critical amount of reactive mineral
phases in the aggregate particl es, and sufficient moisture or humidity .
Curren tly, thereare several different test methods used fordetennining the potential reactivity
of a given aggregate. However, at the present, the three most accepted tests used in Canada
include the Accelerated Mortar Bar Test (CSA A23 .2-25A, NBRI , ASTM C9-P214 ). the
Concrete Prism Test (CAN3 -CSA A23.2 -14A) , and the Mortar Bar Test (ASTM C227) .
Nonethe less, to date, there is no test that can guarantee that a structure will not be affected
by alkali-aggregate reactivity.
It must be remembered that AAR is a time dependent function. It may not occur or may go
undetected for a long period of time. However, as conditions of the structure or the local
environment change, the reaction may progress at a relatively rapid pace. It is for these
reasons that AAR is still largely an unpredictable phenomenon. There ace too many
interdependent and highly interactive factors necessary which make the assessment and
testing techniques quite complex. However. ifthe correct material constituents are present,
along with the appropriate environmental conditions, concrete can befound to deteriorate at
early stages of the service life of the structure, and thereby resulting in costly and time
consuming repair and/or reconstruction.
The effects of ASR on the properties of concrete have been investigated under laboratory
conditions and field conditions, using both reinforced and unreinforced concrete specimens .
For the most part, the detrim ental effects of ASR are much more pronounced in plain
concrete. and WIder laboratory conditions. In many instances. laboratory investigations have
shown a markedl y larger decrease in mechanical properties such as compressive strength.
indirect and direc t tensile strength. modulus of rupture , mod ulus of elasticity. and dynami c
modulus of elasti ci ty, when in fact, cores obtained from structures known to be affected by
ASRdo not indicat e the same extreme level of mechani cal property loss. Research conducted
throughout the world during recent years hasshown that "well reinforced" structures resist
the detrimental effects ASR can have on the structural integrity of the system .
While concrete is considered to be theore ticall y homogeneous, it is not usually the cas e. It
may besuch thataggregat es from certain areas of a quarry may bemore reactive thanothers,
resulting in certain areas of the structure containing more reactive aggregate. Furthermore,
quality contro l of concrete must alwa ys be exercised to as great an extent as possib le.
The understanding of an alkali-aggregate reaction, its causes and consequences, are alsovery
important in the dev elopment of numerical and finite element models . At present. many of
the existing models are too simplistic, andthus misrepresent the nature of the reactivity.
1.2 Resran:h Scope
In Newfoun dland. ASR research bas been limi ted to Acce lerated Mortar Bar Testi ng,
Concrete Prism Testing. and petrographic examination. However . wi th theincreasing interest
in oi l reserves located in the Grand Banks, me possibility of several hydro development
projects, and the trans Labrador highway construction. it is impo rtan t to try to achieve a
greater understanding of this phenomeno n.
The work reported here in includes the experimental investigati on of several mechanical
properties of co ncrete involving a reacti ve and macginally aggre gate from two Newfound land
sources . In addition, an investigation of the effect of ASR induced strainson the Moment-
Curvature of two struc tural elements is investi gated .
1.3 Reseuch Ob jectiv es
The research objecti ve of this thesis is to compare the effects of AS R on the mechanical
properties of concre te containing a reactiveand marginally reacti ve aggregate obtained from
two Newfoundland concrete suppliers. In additi on. an &ttcmpt will be made to try and bridge
the gap betweenlabo ratory investigations and field performance of suchconcrete.
1.4 Tb esh Outline
In addition to this chapter, there are 5 more chap ters in the thesi s.
Chapte r 2 is a literature review of recen t research work relevan t to this topic . This
chapter reviews the effects of aggre gates, ceme nt type, moisture , the environm ent . and
supplementary cementing materials on an alkali-silica reacti on. In addition. research
conducted during the past few decades regan:iingth e effects o fan alkali-si lica reac tion on the
mechanical pro perties ofplain and reinforced concrete are reviewed . Fwthermore. analytical
models that have been developed in ord er to understand the pheno meno n are examined .
Chapter ] contains the methodo logy used in this study , as well as the relevan t
information regarding the experimental setup. This information includes the petrographic
examination, and assoc iated accelera ted mortar bar resul ts from each aggregate source, as
well as, aggregate property testing and geochemistry . In additi on, the mix des ign to be used
througho ut these experiments, and the cement test reports are also included. Finally, the
testing regime for the com pression, direct and in-dir ec t tensi on, creep , freeze-thaw, and
expans ion testing are included within this chapter, as well as the testing set-up for each
experiment.
Chapter 4 presents the results obtainedfrom the experimental investi gation. aDd
compares bow theseresul ts obtained compare with tho se of previous researcbers.
Cha pter 5 investigates the theoretical effect of ASR induced strains on the Moment-
Curvature response of two prestressed concrete beams . In this chapter, both the short and
long term mom ent curvature response of the section are investigated, in conjunction with
theoretical strains resulting from expansive alkali-aggregate reactivity.
In Chapter 6, the main conc lusions from the thesis researc h are co llated and further
supplemented.
2.0 Literature Review
2.1 General
During the past few decades there bas been extens ive researc h conducted by engineers and
scientists alI over the world o n AAR. During the initial stages, much of the phenomenon
associated with alkal i-aggrega te reactivity was not weU understood. However , as time
progressed, and more researchers became involved in this area o f study, substanti.a.I gains
have been made in UDderstanding alka.I.i-aggregatereactions . The foUowingchaptcr presents
an extens ive review ofrecc:n tly published literature .
2.2 ASR · T he Reaction
Research conducted over the past SOyears basindicated that alkali-aggre gate reactivity is a
complex chemical process. Most researchers have: explained the phenomenon in the
following manner.
The alkaline components, sodium and potass ium, derived from cement, and other
constituents, cause the disso lution of siliceo us components of the aggrega te to result in the
formation of a DOD-deformin g gel. This dissolu tion is possi ble due to the fact that the
hydroxyl ion, the critical reacting ion, penetrates the aggrega te particles and prod uces large
oumbers of Si-oH boods. These bonds have the ability to bond with large numbers ofwater
molecules, which in tum, causes the swelling c f'the aggregate particles . The swelli ng of me
aggregate particle ill not uniform, but instead decreases with depth inside the particle. The
alkalis become concentrated 0 0 the aggregate I paste interface where they attract water
mo lecules from the residual mixing water by way ofan osmotic process , the reby resulting in
expans ion. This expansio n is, for the most part. confined withi n an inelasti c medium, and
is largely an irreversible ani sotro pic volumetric expansion. It is the expansion that exerts
disruptive tens ile forces in the concret e, that when exceeding the tensile capaci ty of the
concrete, causes the formation of micro-aacks. M the gel con tinues 10imb ibe moisture, the
mic:ro-craclcs are widcDed. On the surface. the crad:. formation formed is known as map-
cracking, and often resembles the formation of. spiders web . Extensive research of field
structures bas indicated thatcradl: widths can range from O.lmm 10 IOmm inextmne cases,
and even extend beyoDd the reinforcement (Neville (1995 ), Swamy (1992 ), and Vivian
(1992» .
However , iden tification ofdeterioration that is observed in the field being solely the result
of ASR has been quite difficult. Often, other processes suc h as thermal shrinkage , freeze-
thaw processes, and concentrations of stress contribute to what many see as AAR activity .
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"The most evident signs to diagnose significant ASR effects are relative movements. closure
ofjoints and distortions, andconcrete spalli ng associated with stress build up in concrete and
reinforcem ent, The appearance of surface cracking is also an importan t feature associated
with ASR. Howeve r, it should be recognize d that surface cracking might be due to a number
of different causes" (Leger et al, 1990 , p.695). Although the presence ofgel products does
not imply that ASR was the sole cause of the observed cracking , the visible map cracking on
the surface togethe r with the presen ce ofgel products indicate that ASR might have a major
role in the observed deterioration. Nonetheless, the involvemen t of the particular factors
necessary to cause the formation o f the reaction will be investigated in the fo llowing
sections .
2.3 The Thr ee Basic Requ ire ments for ASR
1.3.1 Alkalis in the cements
All Portland cemen t based concrete contain alkalis to some degree. These alkalis are derived
from the raw materials used in the manufacture of the portland cement such as clay,
limestone, chalk, and shale (Ho bbs, 1989). "Alkal i compounds in the clinker are alkali
suIphates, alkali aluminates and a1uminoferrites, and alkali silicates . Thealkalis combine
prefere ntially with the clinker SOl and any remaining alkali is present in the silicates,
a1uminates, and a1wninoferri tes " (Hobbs, 1989, p.ll)
The Portland Cement provided by North Star Cement ofComer Brook, as used in this study ,
contains an alkali content ofapproxirnately 1.05% equivale nt Nt\:lO. For normal Type: I
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cements produced across Canadain 1988, theN&,:~Oratioranged from 1.09100.07. with
a mean of 0.38 (median 0.31) (Rodgers, 1990). 'Therefore, since a low alkali content is
considered to be less thanO.N soda equivalent( the actualNap content plusO.658 times the
K!O content of thecement), thepossibility of ASR in Newt"oundland is quite high.
The hydration of portland cement results in the fonnatio n of sodium ions (Na"), potassium
ions (K') , calcium ions (Ca ' ", and hydroxyl ions (OH') being formed in the pore water
solu tion. Thepossibility of a reaction is dependan t on the hydroxyl ion concentration. and
thereby the chemical com position of the portland cement beingused(Hobbs, 1989).
Neville ( 1995) provides the rationale for using a cemen t containing a low a1k:ali content when
a potentially reactive aggregate is beingused.. Since a high-alkali ceme nt leads to a pore water
pH of betweeo 13.5 and 13.9, while a low-alkal i cemen t leads to a pore water pH of between
12.7 and 13.1. an increase in pH of 1.0 represents a ten-fold increase in hydrogen ion
eonccntration. In addition, Hobbs (1989 )detennines that it is only in pore solutions of higb
hydroxyl ion concentration thaJ: significan t anackof reactive silica occurs.
Many researchers are now specifying low alkali cements for all aspects ofconstruction. "In
Alberta, an engineer recently proposed the use of a maxi mum alkali cement content of 0.3%
for dam constructio n. Such a cement is not avai lable in Canada, bu t such caution is
understandable. given the high costs of remedial work on large concrete structures affected
by alkaIi -aggregate reactivi ty" (Rodgers , 1990, p. 5).
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It is important to realize , however , that the alkali percentage in the mix can be increased from
alkali -bearin g aggregates. irrespecti ve ofwhether they are reacti ve or not, and can also draw
alkalis from external sources such as deicing salts and sea water as ions penetrat e into the
concrete, and even supplementary cementing materials. Therefor e. prescribin g the use ofa
low alkali cement docs not ensure that the overall alkali content of the mix will not increase
after the mix has been put in place. Moreover , laboratory investigations have shown that even
the use of a low alkali cement docs not effecti vely prevent an alkali -aggregate reac tion when
concrete is usedin a severe alkalin e environment (Alasali et al ., 1990).
2.3.2 Aggregates
[n Canada. there are threetypes of a1kali-aggregate reactions recognized in Portland cement
concrete. However , all three types cannot beevaluated by using the same testing procedures.
This is due to the wide range of rack types capabl e of causing ASR, and that some rock types
show different expansions when using different testing procedur es. Rodgers (1990) bas
conduc ted extensive research into determining which testing proced ures provide the most
accurate evaluation of the potential reactivity of tbc aggregate. Themain findings reported
by Rodgers (1990) have been summarized as the following .
Alkal i-carbon ate reaction (ACR) is a reaction between the carbonates of the aggrega te and
the alkaline pore solution of the concrete. ACR is common with dolomotic limestones and
calcitic dolostones of Ordovician Age . The rock cylinder expans ion test (ASTM C 586) and
the concrete prism expansion test (CAN#-A2 3.2-14A) are useful for identi fying these rocks .
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Alkali-silica reaction (ASR ), an acid-base reaction between the alkaline pore solution and the
silica content of the aggregat e, is common with various varieties of quartz or with poorly
crystalline or metastable silica minerals such as chalcedony , opal , cristob alite . and vo lcanic
glass .The Mortar Bar Expansion Test (ASTM C 227), Concret e Prism Expansio n test at 38"C
with high cement contents , and the rock cylinder expans ion test are usedfor assessing the
potential reactivity of these rock types . The Quick Chemical Expansion test (ASTM C 289)
is also used.but gives misleadin g resul ts when carbonates are present.
For the case of late/s low alkali-s ilica/silica te reaction with sandsto nes and granites containing
strained quartz and metamorphosed sediments such as phyllite, argilli te, and greyweck e,
where exfoliation of phyllosilieates causes swelling of aggrega te particles . This is the most
common form of ASR..and is the reaction under investigation.
The expansion caused by the alkali-silica reactio n increases with increasing con tent of
reactive silica in the aggregate. Howeve r, this is only true up to a certain percentage of
reactive silica content. Exceeding this certain percentage. known as the pessimum content.
the excess silica acts as a deterren t to the reaction (Hobbs, 1989). In addition, Hobbs (1989)
also indicates that the time at which cracking is induced in specimens subjected to AAR
decreases as the reactive silica content of the aggregate increases, however, at very high silica
conte nts no cracking or expansion is observed. The percentage at which this limiting of the
expansio n occurs is higher at lower water/cement ratios and at higher cement contents
(Neville, 1995). The following figure depicts the typical pessimum behaviour observed by
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Hobbs (1989) using opa line sil ica as the reactive aggregate.
Figure 2 - Pessimum Behm:iour ofOea/ine Silica (ffobbs 1989}
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2.3.2.1 Evaluation of Aggreg at es
The first usefu l and effic ient method for determining the reacti vity of an aggregate is by
petrographic examination (ASTM C295). Petrographic exam ination of potential constru ction
aggregates begins with field investi gations of the aggrega te source. Many aspects of the
deposit are recorded including the deposit type, the rock type(s), the degree of weathering and
all noticeable geological features (eg . faults. folds ,joints, dykes , fractures . cleavages, bedding
thickne ss. grain size, mineralization, etc .) (Bragg , 1995) . Afte r determining the rock type,
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texture , weathering..and hardness of the aggregate . a petrographic number (PN) is assigned.
It is Ibis petrographic number which is a measure of the poten tial of theaggregat e to be used
for construc tion purposes.
In add ition. Bragg and Foster (1992) investigated the relationship between the results of
petrograph y and the results of alkaH-reacti vity testing for many Newfoundland constru ction
aggregates. Afterpetrographic evaluation ofthe aggregates along with thestandard chemical
tests . it was determined that the rate ofaccuracy in determining theaggregat es reactivity was
quite high in all cases . Therefore, Bragg (1995) created a separate numbering syste m that,
for the experienced.petrographer. allows for theinitial evaluati on of the aggregate's reacti vity .
thus providing a simp le and effective method for construction aggrega te assessm ent.
As a result, the ini tial petro graphic examination of the aggreg ate is mainly a screening test
whereby if lt is believed that the aggregate will cause premature deterioration of the concrete.
or is believed to be reeceve, the n the aggregate source should probab ly not be used.
However. regular mecbanicaJ. properties testing(Abrasion testing, Freeze-thaw, Micrc-Deval,
soundness.erc.), as well as the methods available for iden tification of reacti ve aggregate
should be carried out to verify the results .
By identifying the aggregate to be used in the mix design. it is possible to determin e what
tests for chem ical reacti vity are re levant. If after some assessment the aggregate type is still
unknown" the age o f the structure and the amoun t, if any. ASR visib le, may give some
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indication as to the reactivity of the aggregate. thereb y narrowing down se lec tion. lfin the
end.the aggregate bas not been correctly iden tified. or if deleterio us features ofthe aggregate
go unnoti ced. then the testing proced ure used may not necessarily be the optimum proced ure
to beused in the determination ofthe aggregate 's reactivi ty. This may result in inconsistent
laboratory expans ions (Rodgers. 1990).
Thegeol ogy of . partic ular aggregate may have varying degrees ofreactivity due to the wide
range ofpolymorphic forms theaggregate can undertake . Forexample, so me rhyolites, even
thoughthey tend to be reactive andexperimentati on may find the aggregate to be reactiv e.
may show signs of little or no reac tivity during field performance. The amount aDdorder in
the crystal structure is also. major facto r influencing the reactivi ty (palmer ( 1978), Hobbs
(1989)) .
It is also very importan t that theaggregate sample be representative of that being placed in
the field. However, even for samples taken by an experienced petrographer. the sample can
never represent more than the batch from which it was taken. Also , as with most quarri es.
theremay be localized areas of reactive material, which may or may not beobserved within
thesample (Hammersely, 1992) .
Selective quarrying ofaggre gates that have pro ven to benon-reactive in the fie ld is probab ly
the most efficient co ntro l measure of ASR, in regard of aggregates selection and usc .
Howe ver . the reacti vity of the aggregate depends on the co nstruc tion co nditi ons. and will
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probably be different for differing conditions (Swamy , 1992).
2.3.3 T he Availability of Moisture
The avai lability of moisture from the environment, or residual mix water in mass concrete,
is probably the most important of tile required elements since without, the gel cannot imbibe
any moisture. and thus cannot expand.
Stark (1990) investigated the effect of re lative humidity (RH) on mortars mixed acco rding
to ASlM C22?, containing 0.92% Na:zOequivalent cement with a known non-reac tive
aggrega te. After subjecting the mortar bars to specific tests , it was concluded that at a RH
exceedin g 80010 referenced to 21 "C to 24 "C, expansive ASR continued.
Samples taken by Stark (1990) from pavement slabs located in California(CA), New Mexico
(NM) , Georgia (GA), and lllinois(IL) during the summer period when it badnot rained for
at least a week showed that in samples , regardless of clima te, at depths greater than 5
centimetres, the RH exceeded 80% . There fore. conditions conducive to ASR likely exist
regardless of the time of year . Even though moisture may not have beenobtained from
climatic wetting, subsurface moisture can maintain the relative ly high RH levels required,
even after 50 years of being in service. Stark (1990) concludes that this is a good reason for
incorporatio n of superplastice rs, to decrease the water-cement ratio, in the mix design. The
following figure , as determined by Stark (1990) represents the threshold RH level required
for AAR expansion to occur .
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Many laboratory tests conducted by Arumugasaamy and Swamy (1978), Stark (1990) and
Swamy (199511,1995b) have indicated that, even though there is usually enough residual
mixing water to initiate an alkali-aggregate reaction, an external source is often necessary to
sustain and accelerate the reactivity.
Swamy (1992 ) conclud ed from field and test data that the environment and the avai lability
of moisture plays a very crucial rotc in the dev elopment of the rate of expansion and total
expansion. For example, a particular concrete mass may have exhibited relatively low or no
alkal i-aggregate reaction at a certain age. Howe ver, as a result of the aforementioned
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characteristics. favorable conditions may be provided whereby the reaction no longer remains
dormant. but instead develops expans ions that may become deleterious in the overall
structural integrity. As a result . Swamy (1992) has added a fourth requiremen t, the
environment I exposure condit ions, in order for ASR to occur. From results of
experimentation it is evident that variations in the local environmental conditions such as
high temperatures, together ....i th adequate availability of moisture {i.e. cyclic heating
combined with wetting and drying), as well as the geometric configuration have a significant
effect on whether a structure will crack and deteriorate due to an alkali-aggregate reaction
(Swamy,1995a) .
2.4 Addi tiona l Factors Influ encin g ASR
2.4.1 Applied or Induced Stress
Experimentation conducted by Clark (1990) • Hobbs (1989), Hobbs (1990), Jawed (1992),
and Danay (1994) determine d that applied or induced restraint can markedly decrea se
expansions of concrete specimens affected by ASR.
The following figures represent the effect of applied stress on the expansion of mortars
subjected to a continuou sly applied stress (figure 4), and the expansion of mortars subjected
to an applied stress after 112 days (figure 5). From the followin g figures it is quite clear that
an applied stress of 0.35 N I mm1 was sufficient in either reducing the expans ion, or
restricting further expansion.
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2.5 The Perf orm an ce olCanadian Test Metbods
The mainpurpose of the testing procedures are to identify potentially reactive aggregates that
could cause abnormal expansio n and cracking of concrete. There is no doubt that the most
realistic and accurate way to assess the potential for ASR is by monitoring in-situ. However,
this is often very time consuming as it may take several years for the structure to experience
any type of reaction which can be quite costl y, and often impos sible given time restrictions.
The mortar bar-test (ASTM C 227), the accelerated mortar bar test (NBRI, ASTM C9-P214),
and the concrete prism test (CAN3-CSA A23.2-14A) are the most common and reliab le
testing methods for the identification of aggregate reactivity . In the past, correlation of results
from different laboratories across Canadashowed a coefficient of variation of23% (Rodgers,
1990). however. new testing procedures were developed to bring the variation of results
within 10%. This 10% variation can be attributed to the fact that many tests are sensitive to
the testing procedures and any smallvariation that may take place by different technicians .
In addition, there is always an component of subjectivity in carrying out the particular
experiments and interpreting the results (Swamy, 1992). For example, expansions are
affected by the storage conditions . temperature. and the environment in which the specimen
is stored. Nonethe less, the 10% variation is considered adequate for universal comparison
of results (Rodgers. 1990) .
Expansions resulting from the Accelerated Mortar Bar test have been classified in the
following manner . Expansions exceeding 0.15% at 14 days (in solution) are classified as
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being potential ly reactive . Experimentation conducted by Hooton (1992) proposed that
expansions exceedin g 0.33% at 28 days. and 0.48% at 56 days will cause the aggregate to also
be classified as being potentially reactive . It is important to note that if the 28 day or the 56
days limit is not exceeded , whereas the 14 day expansion has been exceeded . the later test
results will control in the rating of the aggregate .
Many other testing methods have been evaluated, however. they have not been accepted in
North America. Several reasons why these other testing procedures have not been accepted
include the fact that some of the tests are only applicable with highly reactive siliceous
aggregates (Chatte rji, 1989), other procedures do not have sufficient supporting evidence
(Hooton , 1989), and some of the procedures may take longer than the NBRI testing methods,
especially if slowly expanding aggregates are being used (Schmitt, 1989). The Duggan Test
was also evaluated (Jones (1990) , Heinz (1987)) , however . it was determined that the
measured expansions of the test cylinders had little to do with the reactivity of the aggregate.
but instead with the SiD )' content of the cement.
Hooton and Rodgers (1989) evaluated all of the aforementioned tests and concluded that only
the NBRI test was able to predict the reactivity of all aggregate samples evaluated. The
Concrete Prism Test is also very reliable, however, due to the significantly larger amount of
time required to obtain result s, it is often not a practical alternative . As a result . the
Accelerated Mortar Bar test is most commonly used since the reactivity of the aggregate can
be obtained much faster than by the other testing methods. Presently , it takes 14 days to
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conduct an accelerate d mortar bar test, 6 month s to conduct the mortar bar test, and I year to
conduct the concrete prism test.
Shayan and Quick (l989) conducted research regarding the products of alkali-aggregate
reactions using a known reacti ve aggregate. The aggrega te was used in the concrete prism
test , the acce lerated mortar bar tes t, and was also found used in the field. From the
expe riments, it was concluded that the products formed were similar in all three cases,
thereby demon strating the acc uracy of the different testing procedures. Howe ver, Vivian
(1992) believed that the resul ts obtained from acceler ated testing at elevated temper atures
should be interpreted with caution, as conditions expe rienced durin g the testing phase are
much unlik e tha t expe rienced in field conditio ns. As well, eleva ted temperatu res may
prom ote react ions that may not occ ur, or which proceed at very low rates at atmospheric
temperatures.
2.6 Redu cing ASR usin g Supplementary Ceme nt ing M ateri als
2.6.1 Ge neral
Most, if not all, researche rs have concluded that it is impo ssible to be completely pos itive an
alkali-aggregate reaction will not occur . Howe ver, research recently conducted as shown that
certa in additives can aid in minimi zin g the reaction . These includ e the use of a low alkali
cemen t, the use of an aggregate proven to be non-reactive in the envi ronme nt in which the
struc ture is to be loca ted, partia l replacement of the cement by supplementary cementing
materials (SCM's), as we ll as the use ofchemical admixtures.
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The extensive research conducted over the past few decades involving the use ofSCM 's and
chemical admixtures can be attributed to several factors. Often it is the case that a no n-
reactive , high qua lity, aggregate source cannot always be found in close proximity to (he
construc tion site. and that cemen ts containing varying degre es of Nap equiva lent are very
rare ly easily accessi ble, especially as in Newfoundland.
Supplementary ceme nting materials enhance the pore structure, grain refineme nt, and thereby
thepermea bili ty or wate r tightness of the mix which reduces the mobi lity of the aggressive
agents. If used in the correct manner, and in the right proportions. supp lementary cementing
material s can help contro l strains and loss of engineeri ng propert ies, but it canno t eliminate
all delet eriou s effects (Swamy, 1992). However, some of the additives may contribute to the
percentage of alkalis in the concr ete which may increase the potenti al for alkali -aggregate
reactivity.
The followin g is a brief overview of some of the mo re comm on mineral and chemical
adm ixture s.
2.6.2 Miner al Admix tures
For the most part , it is believed that fly ash (i.e. pulverized fly ash (PFA»), blast furnace slag
(BFS), condensed silica fume (CSF) , and natural pozzo lans are effect ive in controll ing the
deleterious expansions resulting from ASR. However, the effec tiveness of the SCM depends
on the chemical compositions of the ceme nt, the percentage replacement, the mineralogy of
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the aggregate, as well as the chemical composition and mineralogical aspects of the SCM
itself.
Supplementary cementing materials help reduce the permeability of the mix. and thereby
reduce themobility o f aggressive agena, and also provide additional calcium silicate hydrate
which chemical ly "ti e-up" alkal is in the co ncret e. thus lo werin g the pH of the pore water
so lution. However, determination of the optimum dosage is very important, andshould be
confirmed by experimentation. Laboratory investi gations have shown that particular addi tives
may increase the alka.l.inity of the concrete, thereby contrib uting to the reac tion. Therefore ,
to prevent excessive expansion in the presence of potentiall y reactive aggregates, authoriti es
in the field of alkali-aggregate reactivity suggest limi ting the total available alkali content of
concrete. UsuallY,3 kgfmJis often suggested as the limi tin g valu e, which sho uld acco unt for
all the contributions from all the concrete components (cement, SCM, aggregat es. mix water ,
chemical additives, ee.), provided the concrete is not exposed to extcmal a.lbl.i.s suchas
deicing salts, seawater, andbrines(Duchesne (1994), Neville (1995».
In addition ASTM · C44 1 andC-618 states tha t a mineraladmixtur-e is effectiv e in reducing
alkal i-aggregate expansion if it is capable of reducing the con tro l expansion at 14 days by
75% , and the reduced expansion is smal ler than0.02% " (C hen er al ., 1990).
It must be reme mbe red that these mineral s are not added to the mix design sole ly for the
purpose ofcontrolling ASR. Several of the more common addi tives are investi gated in the
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following sections.
2.6.2.1 Fly Ash
Fly ash, a combustion by-product of carbon in thermal power stations, may have varying
chemical compositions, depending on the coal used, and the combust ion process. Fly ash
influences the total hydroxyl ion concentration, setting time, entrapped air content. and
strength development. In addition. the: use of fly ash decreases the permeability of the
concrete, increases the Modulus of Elasticity, and lowers the heat of hydration. However, the
most important influence with respect to ASR is the effect on total available hydroxyl ion
concentration as recommended by Hobbs (1989), and Rotter, (1995).
In some situations the replacement of cement with pulverized fly ash (PFA) (40010 - 50% by
mass) has proven successful in the reduction of the ASR (Chen et al. (1990), Alasali et al.
(1990». However, there has been pessimism as to the critical level of replacement of cement
by PFA when the alkali content may increase (Hobbs, 1989). Research in this area is
presently controversial due to the fact that the results are largely dependent on the
methodology being used. Extensive testing and experimentation are required to draw
definitive conclusions. Some of the more recent experimentation are reviewed in the
following paragraphs.
Farbiarz et al. (1989) have conducted experimentation concerning the use of blended fly ash
cement (lP cement) versus the use of fly ash added to the mix. and have concluded that the
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blended mix is a more effective solution in controlling the expansion. At the present, it is
thought that the reduction in reactivity is a result of the increased fineness of the IP cement.
Most of the other papers published concerning the use offly ash as a prev entative agent to
ASR have concluded that the reaction is effectively controll ed only when greater than 20%
cement is replaced by fly ash. These papers include work by Okada (1989), Kawamura
(1989) , and Blackwell (1992). However, Kawamura et aI. (1989) concluded tbar too little
percentage of Oy ash (approximately 5%) may in fact increase expansion. In addition,
Blackwell et al. (1992) expresses the need for long term measurements of specimens that
contain fly ash due to the fact that there are concerns the fly ash may bemerely delaying the
expansion by slowing down the diffusion of alkalis .
It is important to note that fly ash bas been regularly used in concrete structures located in the
United Kingdom. and to date none of these structures have reported damage due to ASR..
However, since the actual role that fly ashplays in the development of the micro structural
aspects of concrete, many researchers are still skeptical of its use (Thomas et al., 1992).
Nonetheless, Thomas er al. (1992) investigated two mass concrete dams in the United
Kingdom. Since only one of the structures contained fly ash it provided the means to
determine if fly ash was effectivein deterring the reaction . Visual examination, petrographic
examination, along with testing of cores all indicated that partial replacement ofcement with
fly ash was effective as a means for suppressing ASR in field situations. In addition, recent
research by Hooton (1989) on concrete containing aknown reactive aggregate bas shown that
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a 30"1Dreplacement of the cement with fly ash was effec tive in preventing expansion for 30
yearsin a structure located in Ontario . Canada.
Forcoocrete exposedto freeze-thaw conditions, ACf] 18·89 limits thequantityoffly ashand
other pozzolans to 25 % of the total cementitious material. At higher levels, excess
deterioration is observed due to the increase in porosity of the cemen t paste (Neville. 1995).
2.6.2.2 G round Gnoulated. Blast Furn ace Slag
Groundgranul ated blast furnace slag (GGBFS) is a non-metallic hydraul ic by-produc t of the
iron industry that consists mainl y of silicates and calci um sil ico-al umina tes, com parable to
class C fly ash (Retter, 1995). GGBFS is generally not usedas an agent to control ASR..,
however , its ability to reduce expansions due to ASR is recognized wor ldwide (Rodgers
(1990) , Connell (1992 ). Sims (1992), Hobbs (1989». However. Rodgers (1990) concluded
tbatconcretc made with significant amounts ofBFS along with other supplementary rnatc:ria1s
tends10be more susceptible to freeze-thaw . especially in environments where deicer salts are
used,
Connell (1992), andSims (1992) state that 50% substitution levels are sui table to prevent
expansion du e to ASR if alkal is are not derived from other sources such as the supp lementary
cementing materi als. or the cement itself. However, investigations using various laboratory
salt-scaling tests (ASTM C 672) conducted by Rodgers (1990) indicat ed that at 50%
substitutio n levels. the scaling loss from the surface became unacceptable. As a result, the
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Ontario Ministry of Transportation now limits the substitut ion levels of BFS to a maximum
level of 25% (Rodgers. 1990) .
2.6.2.3 Silica Fume
Silica fume. a by-product of the silica and ferro-silicon industry, is often used in Portland
Cements in Canada. but not necessaril y for controlling ASR. They are most often used for
advantages suchas reduced cost. increased strength- producing properties. lower permeabil ity.
alkali dilution . portlandite consumption in the cemen t paste, alkali depletion in the pore
solution due to the pozzo lanic reaction , and lower heats of hydration (Rod gers (1986), Beru be
(1992» . None theless, the silica readily reacts with the alka lis of the cement, causing the
formation of a gel sim ilar to that formed during the reac tion between the alka lies and the
silica of the reactive aggregate. However, due to the large surface area of the finely ground
silica fume, the reaction does not result in expansion. Silica fume has been found to
advantageous at percentages between 6% and 10C'A when using low water I cement ratios .
(Neville, 1995) .
Oberho lster (1989) has cond ucted signi fican t research regard ing the use of silica fume as a
reductio n age nt to ASR . Ober ho lster's experi mentation (1989) has concl uded a 5%
replacement ofcement with SF was not effec tive in reduci ng the expansion of concre te cubes
which were stored in the outside envi ronment. However, a 10% rep lacemen t was effective
in 350 kg OPC mixe s, but not with 450 kg OPC mixe s (Hobb s, 1989).
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Wang and Gillott ( 1992) determined that after ten months of testing specimens mortar bars
containing 6 % and 12 % silica fume, the expansion was decreased by 20% and 40%.
respectively. The silica fume also delayed the onset of the reaction which was attributed to
the pozzolanic reaction which competes with the alkali-silica reaction for available alkalies.
2.6.3 Chemica l Admixtures
The use of chemical admixtures to reduce the possibility of the occurrence of an alkali-
aggregate reaction has been investigated throughout the past few years. While some of the
results seem positive, many believe that minimization of the reaction can be more easily
controlled by other means. The following presents a brief review of some experimentation
involving the use of chemical admixtures in controlling ASR.
According to Jawed (1992) two types of chemical admixtures have been successful in
suppression of ASR in highway structures. These include high molecular weight metacrylate
treatments to pavements, and saline application to bridge slabs. In addition, Jawed (1992)
states that lithium hydroxides have also proven to be useful in the mitigation of ASR with in-
service structures .
Hudec and Labri (1989) have conducted experimentation with acidified calcium phosphate
being added to both the aggregate (prior to its use) and the concrete. Their results have
shown that the addition of this chemical has reduced the ASR expansion . Lithium salts have
also been found to be effective in reducing the expansion due to ASR. Sakaguchi et al.
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(1989) confirmed that the use of lithium sal ts. although very expensive . are quite effecti ve
in suppress ing ASR . Nonethe less. thereis a need for large scale in servi ce experimentatio n
to determine the true effectiveness of a chemi cal admixture with concrete.
2.7 Mechanical Pro perties of Co ncrete Affected by ASR
2.7.1 General
Since the comm encementofresearch regarding ASR. most, if not all investigations have been
co ncerned with bow the reaction may effect the engineering properti esofstructural members.
The followin g sections provide an extens ive review of recentl y published literature.
2.7.2 Plain Concrete
2.7.2.1 General
The detrimental effects of ASR are much more pronounced in plain concrete, and under
labo ratory condi tions. In addition, laboratory investigations involving unreinforced concrete
affected by ASR have shown a markedl y larger .decreases in mechanical properties such as
in direct and indirect tensil e strength. modulus ofrupture , modulus of elasticity. and dynamic
modulus ofelasti city, thanwith compressive strength.
However, losses in engineering pro perties do not all occur at the same rate or in proportion
to the expansi on undergone by ASR affected concrete (Swamy, 1988). "It is doubtful,
therefore, if the same values of critical harmful expansi ve limits can be specified for all types
o f structures without regard to either their effect on engineering properties or the type of
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reactive aggrega te tha t gives rise to the rateo floss in these properties" (Swamy, 1988. p.3n ).
Most of the literatu re concerning ASR is derived from laboratory samp les containing no
reinforcem ent tha t have beenconditioned under constan t conditions that do not represent the
actual field environment. Therefore. the results obtained are not directly useful to the design
engineer (Swamy, 1988).
C laytonet at. (1990)discovered that cores taken from field samp les affected by ASR showed.
approximately halfthe tens ile strength loss of conditioned laborat ory specimens. However ,
cores. upon removal of the three-dimensional restraint may exhibit expansion after removal .
and decreases in strength and stiffn ess that is not indicative of the aetUaI. situa tion of the
internal concrete . Therefore , actual in-service massiv e concrete may exhibit even lower
reductions in strength, (Chana ( 1992). Clayton et al. (1990».
AD.ystrength test conducted on a specimen quantifies the performance of the material in
relation to that method of test only and does not necessarily reflect the performance of the
material in its structural context. Therefore. for structures subject to disruption, very little ,
if any reliance . should be placed on values obtained from anyone test and that commonly
accepted procedures. such as the cube crushing test, may not indicat e the value to be used in
a DOnna! design check (Clayto n et at.•1990). Therefore, in recent years . research is being
carried out involving laboratory conditioned reinforced concre te or samples that have been
in-service for a numbe r of years to determine the structural implications of ASR. In this
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manner, the results ob tained will be more useful to the design engineer.
2.7.2.2 Co mpressfve St rength
Compressive strength of concrete affec ted by ASR has been seen to decrease as damage due
to ASR increases (Ono (1990), Clar k ( 1990), Pleau et al. (1989), Swarny and AI-Asali (1988),
and Hobbs ( I989» . Even though the actual decrease in compressive strength may be as much
as 65 % (Hobbs , 1989), the actual decrease is proportional to the expansion of the concr ete,
with a 20% reduction being common place for reaction s that are likely to occur in practice
(Rotter, 1995).
However , Swamy and AI-Asali (1988) determined that the compre ssive strength was not a
good indicator of the onset of ASR , nor the progre ss of the reaction . However. due to the
simplicity of the testing procedure, monitoring of compre ssive strength is often used in
concrete monitoring.
2.7.2.3 Tensile Strengtb
At presen t, there is no CSA Standard developed for the determination of the direct tens ile
strength of concre te. In the past, the tensi le strength has been assessed by an indirect tensile
test , either being the splitting cylinder test or the indirect tension test involving concret e
prisms.
When determining losses in tensile strength using the splitting cylinder test, reducti ons in
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tensile stren gth of concrete usually do not excee d 40 % (Clark 1990). However , Swamy and
Al-Asali (1988) determined that losses in tens ile strength observed using the splitting tensile
test for samp les containing fused silica were approximately 65% when expans ions of
specimens were on the order of 6mm1m.
The ratio of compressive strength to tensile strength seems to be a good indicato r of
deterioration due to ASR, with the tensile strength being more sensitiv e with time (Swamy
and Al-Asali 1988).
2.7.2.4 Puls e Velocity and Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity
A numbe r of non-destructive tests {NOn have been usedto evaluate theproperties of AAR
affected concrete. For examp le, the use of pulse velocity and dynamic modulus techniq ues
have been usedto moni tor the initi al and progress of concrete deterioration,.whi le resonance
frequency methods have been usedto monito r the effectiveness of mineral admixtures to
contrave ne expans ive strains (Swamy, 1995).
Results a fthe expe rimen tation by Swamy ( 1995) indicate that both the pulse velocity and
the dynami c modul us are highly affected by the presence of AAR. Swamy (1995) detennined
that as the percent expansion increases the percentage loss in the pulse velocity also increases,
that the increase in the expansion substantially dec reases the percentage loss in the dynamic
modulus, and that these properties are significantly affecte d long before any deleterious
expansion takes place (i.e. long before any cracks will become visib le on the exterio r of the
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affected concrete). Thes e results al so indicate that the percentage in loss of the dynamic
modulus is much larger than for the pul se ve loc ity. This indica tes that the effects of AAR are
more criti cal on the stiffness of concrete rather than the effects of micro cracking (Swamy,
1995 ).
How ever. it is impo rtan t to realize that the pulse veloc ity test is only a spo t test (one small
loca tion on the structure at a time), and the pul se veloc ity relationships are exponential.
Therefore , without special calibmtion. one cannot directl y assess the ov erall strength oftbe
structure. In order to obtain the true picture of me structural implications, continuous NOT
monitoring of structures, and evaluatio n of co res for material dam age and stru ctural integrity
is req uired .
2.7.2.5 Modulus of Elasticity
The Modulus of Elasticity of concrete is more sensitive to deterioration resulting from ASR
than compressive or tensile strength (Habita et el. 1992; Swamy and Alasali 1988). Reports
by the Institution of Structural Engineers ( 1988) have indicated that specimens becom e more
ductile with increasing deterioration, thus decreasing the Modulus of Elastici ty.
Investigations by Habita etal. (1992), and Hobb s (198 9) indica te that the Young's Modulus
decreased in some spec imens by approximately40 to 50% . However, the actual decreas e that
will be experienced during any one series of tests is a direct function of the mix design
consti tuents, storing conditions, and testing procedure s.
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2.8 Reinforced Co ncre te
A limited amount of research was initiall y conduct ed regarding the effect s of ASR on
reinforced and prestressed co ncrete beam s. However, in the past few years, several
investigations have taken place involving reinforced concrete element s that have been
conditioned in a controlled environment, and with those that have been subjected to natural
in-service conditions.
Swamy (1989) investigated the effects of ASR on beams involving an highly reactive , and
less rapidly reactive aggregate . These beams, which were singly reinforced and contai ned
shear links , were subjected to an environment that was favourab le to ASR for a period of two
years . During the conditioning period, the specimens were left unloaded while the time
dependent strains were monitored at various locations throughout the depth of the beam. In
addition, a control beamwasalso examined. The result obtained from the investigations can
be observed in the following figures.
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Figure 6 • Expansive Steel Strains in Beam with Highly Reactive Aggregate fSwamy 19S9J
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FifW( 8 - ConcreteSrraj'll ill Ikam with Fused Silica as Rwctivt Aggregate fSwamy 19891
The beam containing the bighJy reactive aggregate: (Figure 7), after a period of6 months.,
prod uced strains of approrima tely 13.000""E in the to p fibre, while in the vicinity of the
reinforcemen t, strainswen:reduced10appuximate1y 1200 j.1E. For the less rapidly reactive
aggregate (Figun: 8). after • co Dditioning period of 2 yean. strains at the top fib re were
recorded as being 5200 IlE, while strains in the area near the reinforcement were reduced to
850""E. From the precedin g figures it can be seen that the difference in the induced strains
oyer the depth of the beams is clearly influenced by the aggregate used. and the presen ce of
reinforcement (Swamy, 1989).
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In addition,. the beams investigated by Swamy (1989) showed a certain degree of hogging
which resulted from the tension face expans ion being restrained by the reinforcement, while
the compre ssion face was left free to expand . "This induced prestre ssing condition will have
a beneficial effect in enabling the beams to carry ultimate loads higher than would be
expected otherwise . It is unlikely that a doub ly reinforced beam would show simi lar hoggin g
and prestress ing effects; thus , while a well des igned flexural member is unlikely to show
serious structural deformations due to AS R in practice . it is unlikel y to benefit from the
favourabl e effec ts of the prestressing condition induced by hogging due to ASR" (Swamy,
1989, p.4SS). Nonetheless, the strains induced by ASR far exceed the tensile capacity of
concrete usedin practice . Therefore, the in-service concrete affected by ASR can definitely
develop cracks that may cause serviceability problems and also initiat e corrosion of
reinforcem ent (Swamy , 1989).
Swam y (1989) upon testing the beams to failure while recordin g the load and deflection
discovered that all beams affected by ASR showeda markedl y Iaeger decrease in the stiffness
of the beams. Howev er, the deflections recorded at failure did not show any addi tional
sagging due to the beneficial effect o f the hogging produced by the reaction . Furthermore.
none of the beams showed any shear, bond . or anchorage distress prior to failur e . The
following figure represents the effect of hogging on the load -rotation of beams affec ted by
ASR.
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Figure 9 · Load Rotation curve:r ofASR.a(fected and control beams (Swam /9891
- ------------- -~
An assessment ofseven in-service prestressed concrete bridges known to be suffering from
alkali-aggregate reactivity was recently conducted in England to determine if there were
possible problems with durability. Prior to testing, a visible examination of the specimens was
administered. Eachspecimen showed the distinctive map-cracking along with hairline cracks
of which some contained products ofthe reaction, however, no more than might be expected
afte r 15 yearsofservice (Iurdoff 1990). The results indicated that ASR cracking does not
have a significant effect on the stiffness or strength of well reinforced and prestressed
concrete members . In some of the tests the strength of the member actual ly increased relative
to the control. (Turdoff, 1990) . In addition. Turdoff(1990) observed that there was no loss
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of concrete section, no unexpected deflectio n at midspan and that none of the cracking
suggested structural distress. These factors indicated that the bending moment capacit y of
the beams has not been impaired. Research conducted in Denmark and England confirmed
these results that while the strengths of unreinforced specimens were reduced. well reinforced
concrete showed no adverse effects to ASR (Turdoff (1990), Koyangi et al. (1992) , Clayton
et at (1990». Most structures with visible evidence of ASR are under-reinforced and
overstressed by today's design standards , and most structures that have undergone remedial
work fall within this category (Wood, 1989).
In experiments conducted by Koyangi et at. (1992), the pulse velocity of specimens subjected
to ASR was proportional to the reinforcement ratio. The dynamic modulus decreased as the
reinforcement ratio decreased due to the lack of restriction to expansive forces of ASR
(Koyangi et al, 1992). In addition, the surface cracking (map-cracking) that is often
associated with ASR is modified by the presence of reinforcement. The additional
reinforcement produces restraint of the expansion in the plane of the reinforced direction ,
thereby forcing the cracks to predominate ly follow parallel to the reinforcement (Clayton et
al. (1990), Koyangi et aI. (1992), Clayton et aI. (1990».
Investigations have also been conducted regarding the flexural strength of member s affected
by ASR with regard to the reinforcement ratio. Koyangi et al. (1992) discovered that
although the flexural strength of members withou t reinforcement affected by ASR decreased
by approximately 60010, the cracking load of ASR affected concret e exceeded the cracking
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load of unaffected concrete when the reinfo rcement ratio was greater lhan 0 .1%. In
specimens when: the reinforcement ratio exceeded o.1%.the flexural capacity of ASR
affected concrete was foWld to be greater than that of unaffected concrete at the same
reinforcement ratio . Specimens tes ted with a reinforcement ratio exceeding 2% experienced
loads nearly twice as large as the cracking loads of unaffected concrete. "This seems to be
caused by the internal comp ressi ve stress which was induced as a reaction force by the
retainment of ex pansi on due to ASR by the reinforcement" (Koyangi et al., 1992. p.559).
Bach et aI. (1992) conducted a series of tests with reactive aggre gates using a 0.8% N~O
equivalent cem ent in order to examine the effects o f ASR on the shear strength on beams and
slabs . From the experim entati on, it was concl uded eve n in beams witho ut shear
reinfo rcement, ne ither theshear strength. DOr the punc hing shear stren gth was redu ced even
when serious AS R deterioration was visible. Howev er, Chana et aI. (1992) determinedthat
for beams with no links and poo r end ancho rage (5 times the bar diameter, dw past the centre
line ofthe support). the maximum shearstrength decreased by 30% for plain bars.and 23%
for ribbed bars . These reductions were co nsidered to be modest for beams wi th poor
anchorages. Clayton et aI. (1990 ) iavestigared the effects of AS R on the shearcapacity of
prestressedconcrete l-beams tested with added sal ts along with a reac tive aggregate that was
stored at 38 ·C for a period of S months . Althou gh the shear capacity was decreased by 20%
whe n firstcracking was observed, beams havin g shear reinforcem ent recovered this loss when
the concrete continued to expand.
4)
However , Habita et al. (1992) conduct ed several experiments in order to determine the
expansive strains developed in reinforced concrete beam s that were conditioned with NaOH
in order to accelerat e an alkali-a ggregate reaction . Figure 10 repre sents the beam subjected
to NaOH, as well as the strain s developed from the reaction only. "These result s show higher
strain values in the central part of the beam compared with the lower and upper parts. The
strain is therefore restrained by longitudinal rebars " (Habita et aI., pA04 , 1992).
As a result , in recent years, far more importance has been given to reinforcement detailing of
concrete structures. Wood (1992) believes that people who detail their reinforcement for
earthquake loading can be less concerned with ASR than those who live on a more stable
geology .
Clark (1990) has investigated the effects of applied stress on specimens subjected to alkali-
aggregate reactivity , as is similar to that found in the field. From the investigations, Clark
(1990) determined that , under an appl ied load, the specimens showed and increase in the
stiffness, resistance to cracking , and shear resistance . For concrete , it was determined that
a compressive stress of I - 4 MPa is required to prevent expansion due to ASR. In the field ,
compressive or restrictive stresses of this magnitude are almost inherent in every part ofa
structure . In addition, this emph asize s the need for dead load simulation in ASR models,
otherwise, expansions may be substantially overe stimated.
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Figure 10 - X section of Beam Strains Resulting trom A$R (Habit a et al. 1992J
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2.9 Cencre te and the Marin e EDviro nme nl
Co ncrete exposed 00 the marine environment is subjected to vario us chemicaJ andphysicaJ
processes which can substantially decrease its use ful life. Forexample,abrasio n by ice, sand.
or water . alon g with the ingress of sodi um ions which inc rease the alkal i content, chlori de
ions which may co rrode the reinforcement, and freeze-thaw can affect the structural integrity
of theconcrete to the point where premature failure may be poss ible (Neville (1995) , Mehta
(1988» .
Concrete that is continuously submer ged in sea water is not at the same level of risk to
deterioration as to concrete located in the sp lash zone . Concrete co ntinual ly immersed in
water is unlikely to show large expansions because, although wate r is readily availab le for
absorptio n by ASR gel, this is counteracted by the loss of alkalis throughleaching (Swamy
( 1994), Stark (1990 )). Howev er , wbcn co ncrcte is exposed to altemating wetting and drying
cycles, salts build up in the mix due to the evaporation of pore water. Alternating C)"Clcs of
wetting and drying thus enhanceASR, and thereby induces micro cracJdng in the external
faces of tbe structure. Davies and Oberbolster (1989) conducted experimentation which bas
shown that concrete exposed to theapplication of sea spray experienced expansions much
great er thanconcrete which is submerged.
Concrete exposed to the marin e environments must be very durable. The conditions to which
the conc rete arc exposed are such that probl em areas are not easi ly access ible for remedial
work, andas a resul t can be quit e expensive. Therefore , it is often the case that string ent
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regulati ons are implemented durin g the construction phase 50 that the end product is as free
from flaws asposs ible. It is the goal to producea resulting ccecrere tha t is main tenance free
thro ughou t the servi ce life of the structure, which may be between SOand 70 years.
In concrete str'UCtUl'eS exposed to the marine en vironm ent. the perm eability is the most
important factor affecting the long-time durability . In order to ensure the durab ility ofsuc:b
co ncrete , Mehta (1988) propo ses that the following co ndi tions must be met. These include
using a concrete mixture that wi ll almost become impermeable upon curing (as in an high
strength concrete). to adopt a good concrete practice (excell ent quality assurance and quality
control techniq ues) , and to take measures to prevent excessive concrete cracking in se rvice.
Mehta (1988) has co nfirm ed again that the interaction of seawater and the co nstituents of
normal strengthhydrated cements can have de leteri ous reactions such as carbonation, sulfate
attac k, and magnesium ion anaclc.However, when high strength coocrete are used(60 MPa
or higher, such as often used in offsbore ecocrete stI'UCtUJeS) thepermeabilities are often of
a lower rate «10-1• kgfMPL m.s.) that theotherwise destructive reactions are co m batted.
High strength co ncretes (HSq have a gxeau:r cement content (>400 kglm1.a very low water
cement ratio (max. 0 .40) , a high quality coarse aggregate (max. 2Omm). a water red ucing
agent (usual ly a su pc rplasticer), a mineral admixture (usual ly silica fume ), and an air-
entraining agent to aid in the protection against frost attack . It is the result of the preceding
constituents tha t HSC has improved micro structures whic h provide for the larger increases
in stren gth and durability, and thus is likely to be less susc eptible to ASR.
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2.10 Asses5 mea t aad Rehabilitation or ASR Affrcted Structures
Diagnostic methods for the assessment of ASR in concrete structures include visual
inspections,.measurementof crack widths.ultrasonicpulse velocity measurements, coring and
evaJuation ofresidual strength andexpans ion potenti al of co res fromstructures, and load tests
on the structures, and petrographic examination . However, these procedures are o ften very
expens ive and time consuming. and rarely, ifever , occur until severe vis ible signs o f ASR
an: observed during regularfield maintenance operations.
Alkal i-aggregate reactivity is usually first noticed on large exposed surfaces such as end
blocks on brid ges, retaining wall s, or dams. The "map-cracking" observe d on lar ge exposed
surfaces suc h as end blocks, retaining walls, or dams is mainl y caused by high stresses due
to shrinkage and tempcraturt: gradients quite early in thelife oCthe structure . As a result, other
deleterious agents such as freeze-tbaw, andthe ingress cfmoisture andotherdeleterious ions.
can begin to augment the reaction. and cause premature deteri oration of the structure.
Sometimes it ma y be difficul t to determine if the crac king in the structure is only the result
of ASRor ifother external forces have been the maj or contri buto r. Therefore , in order to be
sure that a reaction hastaken place it is necessary to loo k: for aggregatesthat have been
surrounded by reactionrims. or aggregates that have beenspli t into several pieces by the
expansive gel . The effects wi ll be more noticeable if the structure is located in a marine
environment o r if deicing salts are frequently used (Swamy, 1992) .
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Many believe that Clad:s generated by ASR should be injected. with epoxy resin so as to
preven t the ingress of any addi tional contaminants. However, gels formed by ASR have a
natural tenden cy to resist external attack.and resisting the further expansion o f the gel may
increase internal pressures within the concrete. and resul t in the increase in crack widths .
Therefore . it is believed to be more suitab le to fill existing cracks with a flexible produc t so
as to allow the gel formed to expand if suitab le conditions exi st (Turdoff, 1990).
In order to contro l the damagingeffects ASR canhave on the structure, one mustbesureof
the visible signs of ASR..the internal characteristics as a resul t o f the ASR, and also realize
the struc tural implications that may result in the future. Swamy (1995) also state s that the
limitations of all testing proced ures must be known, as we ll as the implicati ons of the
subsequent results . Unless the examiner is sure of what is being examined (eg . aggregate
type . environmental condi tions, etc.) the resulting rehab ilitation ma y DOt beeffecti ve. or only
provide short term relief ofthe problem .
Another major concern ofAS R and structuralintegrity ofthe system results from the fact that
ASR forces are expansi ve, and these expansi ve forces are superimposed on areas that have
alreadybecnstressed orcracked. Theend resu1t is that additional stresses are ind uced on the
concrete and stee l embedd ed in the structure (Swamy. 199 5). It is also known that while
structural des ign techniques can restrict expansion, it cannot counteract the effects of aIkali-
aggregate expansion. nor can the expansio n be complete ly controlled by jointing. However ,
even jfthe induced stresses are high, it is very unlikely, almo st impossible that the system
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win experience immediate failure as a resul t of ASR alone . Nonetheless. as a result oftbe
reaction, other deleterious elements may cause deterioration to the system which may affect
the overall safety and stability of the structure (Swamy, 1992).
2.11 Aoalytietl M od els
2.11.1 Gen enl
Extensive pbysio<bemical research regarding ASR during the past few decades, basresul ted
in several researchers exp loring the use of finite elemen t and numerical techniques to model
the effects of the reaction on field structures (Diab and Prin (1992) , Goltennann (1994),
legeretaL(I990), Nielsen et al . (1993), Mayetal. (1992) ,ete.). HowcYtt,due to the fact
that most of the research available bas beenconducted on unreinfo rced specimens, the
caaracterizaticacfthe reactio n is socomplex, and the numerous other factors involved, many
of the models have been regarded as being 100 simplistic, and thus not especi ally useful to the
desi gn engineer .
The majority of the pro blems associated with modelling field distress from laboratory
condition samples can beexplained by the following . The gel formed from ASR behaves as
a mobile viscous fluid which is dependent OD temperature and on the proportion of the
chemical constituents. The rate of flow of the gel is depe ndent on pressure, viscosity , and
size ofthe conduit Ho wever, with acce lerated testing tec hniques, the conditions created in
the laboratory are very dissimil ar to those found for structures in service. Most laborat ory
testing is conducted with specimens held under constant temperature, with either the addi tion
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of alkalis to the mix or either the specimens being submerged in a so lution bath.as well as
being left unloaded WlWthe reaction has been well advanced.and the n loaded within a period
of minutes to failure. There fore. since the parameters determinedfrom laboratory testin g an:
not applicable to field situations. the parameters detenn.ined are also not a goodindication of
those found in field structures.
Micromodels focus on the physio-cbemical principles of ASR reaction kineti cs. However .
the link between the physio-chemical principles, and the resultingexpans ion is made by way
of many simplifying assumpti ons regarding the extcmal environment (the effectsof restraints,
external climate, loadin g, etc.) and thus are less attracti ve for use in civil engineering
applications . Most of the micromodels, as seen in Table I . do involve thermodynamics of
irreversible processes. and are often very mathematically intense (Rotter, 1995)
Macromodels focus on struetural leve l parameters. and have been developed in an attempt
to provide a useful too l to the design engineer. Most of the models follow simple empirical
rules which relate expansions to local environmental €acton such as humidity. temperature.
etc . In addition, these models are based upon in-situmeasurements which allow for estimated
assessments of future durability, serviceability. andsafety without becoming conc:emedwith
the underlying chemical processes. Several macromodel s that. have beenreeenuy developed
canbe seen in Tab le 2.
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3.0 Exper imental Investigation
3.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes theproced ure usedin the determinati on of the aggregate sources to
be usedin the stUdy,as we ll as mix desi gns., the testing procedures and methods of data
acquisition carried out on the different specimens.
3.2 Petrographic ExUUin.tiOD
Initially,before the experimentalphase of thc project couldcommence. the aggregate SOla'CCS
for the studybad to be chosen. It was realized that the experimental testing could be much
more easily carriedout ifthc material sui table for the testing could beobtain ed from local
concrete ready mix plants. Otherwise , all of thefineand coarse aggregat es woul d have to be
manuall y crus hed which would betoo labour intensive. There fore, samples a f fine aggregate
were obtained from 7 different ready mix suppliers and testedaccord ing to ASTM C29S.
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petrographic examination is aD initial screening process by which the potential reactivity of
an aggregate source may be assessed. As well . the petrographic examination is used to
determine the composition of theaggregate, and if it contains spec ific minerals or rocks that
have been known to be reactive in concrete , the aggrega te may be rejected .
Petrographic analysis uses microscopic techniqu es described in CSA Test Method A23.2·
nc. Some ofme items that can be revie wed by a petrographic examination include paste,
cement type, micro cracks, porosity, gel. aggregate, supplementary cementing materials,
alkali-aggregate reactivity, and several other aspects.
Engineeringjudgement and geo logical knowledge is needed when interpreting the resul ts of
a petro graphic anal ysis. Caution must be exercised due to the varia bility in the tests, and the
difficul ties encountered in the interp retation of the results when not carried out by an
experie nced researcher.
In addition to the composition of the aggregate samp les. a rati ng system, based on the
petrographic analysis as established by the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM). and theOntario Ministry of Transportation (MTO), was used. This rating system
was expanded recen tly in Newfoun dland by Bragg (1995). In com pleting this new rating
system, 1100 sam ples were exami ned over a 15 year period, and of those, 600 were usedin
the formati on this approach . Thi s rating system allows the experienced petrograp her to asses s
the potential of the aggregate to be involved in an alkali-aggregate reaction. It sho uld be
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DOled that this particular test method is nor yet adopted by the Canadian Standards
Assoc iation. However. it was used as an aid in determining potential alk.a.Ii-aggn:gate
reactivity of thesamples collected. Tbe petrographic examination oftbe aggregate sources
are contained in Table 3.
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3.3 Ac::c::elented Mortar Oar Testing
After the initial assessme nt of lhe aggregate sources by petrographic examination, an
Accelerated Monar Bar Test (C SA AlJ.2-25 A) was conduc ted on each samp le in ordtr to
substantiate its potential reactivity'. This particular testing proced ure waschose n due to the
fact that the test procedure can becarried out in 14 days.,whereas. as previously sta ted. other
app licab le testingprocedures requireda much longer testin g time. The resul ts for each
sample after 14 days are given in the following table .
Tqhle 4 _A..MB Rgting qfthe Differe nt Ready Mq Suppliers
Aggrega te Sa mple A.M .B. Rating
Sample A 0.081%
Sam ple 0 0.081 %
Sampie C 0.366%
SampleD 0.298 %
SampleE 0.502 %
Sample F 0.164 %
As previouslystatcd,expansionsexcecding0.15% at 14 days. O.JJ %at 28 days.,aodO.4 8%
at 56 days will cause the aggregate to be classified as being poten tially reactive. It is
important to Dote that the Accelerated MortarBar Test results are nonnal ly not usedas a basis
for aggregate accep tance or rejec tion without first determining its expansivity in the concre te
prism test. However, o nce again, time did not penn it such testing, and therefore, the
appropriate aggre gates we re chosen based on AMB rating only.
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It was initially hoped to cond uct the testing regime on a highly reactive, moderately reactive ,
and non-reactive aggregate. The potentially non • reactive aggregate was Sam ple G, the
potentiallyrnarginallyreactive aggregate was Sample B. and the potential ly reactive aggregate
was Sample E. However, on arriving at the non-reactive source, it was determined that the
fine aggregate did not have the gradation required. Therefore, it would have been necessary
to pulverize the requiredamount of sample to the correct gradation at Memorial University
of Newfoundland. This proved to be too labour intensive, and therefo re it was dismisse d.
The experiments were conducted without the non-reactive aggregate.
It was ensured that the fine and coarse aggregate be from the same source, thereby , having
the same reactivity.
3.4 Concr ete Aggr egat es
3.4.1 Ge neral
In addition to the determination of a potentially moderately reactive aggregate, as well as a
potentially highly reactive aggregate, the properties of the aggregate sources had to be
determined.Since fine and coarse aggregate usuall y represent 70% to 85% of the concrete's
mass, it was important to ensure that both sources were of similar quality. Both aggrega te
sources were tested inorder to determine the various properti es of the aggregates. These tests
and the results are contained in the following tab leas conduc ted at the Provi ncial Departme nt
of Works, Services, and Transportation.
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Table 5 - Remlls 0fA grngale Testing fSample E - Potentiall y High RegctMM
Drscrlpdt1n ofTrst Test Mdhod Raldt Unit Sp«ijlnJ Sp«ijlnJ
Minimum Maximu m
Los Angela A bnuwn CSA A1J.l - 16.4 /8 .1
"
35 (50)
A bsorption
Fine Aggrega le CSA Al3.1 - 6A 0.160
"
COQTye Aggregate CSA A13.2 - /lA 0.514
Blllk SpedJi c Grtn'ity O.D.
Fine aggregate CSA A1J.l - 6A 1.6Jl
Coone Aggreg ate CSAA1J.2 -12A 1.606
PetrogrtzphlcNlltflber CSAA1J.2 - {H 111.J 115 (A.gg.)
Material Finer than l Opm
Fine Aggregate CSAA1J .l- SA. ' .J
"
CotlTYeAggregate 1.2
Finena s Modubu 2.638 J.1
Frenhig and Thawing CSAA13.2 - 24A. 1.284
" ."
Accelerated Mol1tu' Bar Trst CSAA.2J.2 -25A. 0.081
"
O.J5%(Ud)
Micro De'Wl1_ Flire CSA .413.2 - 23A. 5.28
"
20"
Aggreg ate
Micro De'Wl1- Coane MTO{Drafi) 1.65
"
Aggreg ate
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~tU"'IIITat TntMnlItNi R~' u••
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Sp<dr""
MiIIiJrul ", MIUimM".
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"
C()(UUAggrq:ote CLtA1J.l- 11A 0.664
Bulk SpecifIC Gratlily 0 .0.
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Coarse Aggregate CLtA1J.2- / 2A 2.69/
Petrographic NllmbtT CSA A1J.1-/jA 114.5 IJ5(Agg.}
MateriIl1Fb1er liltut 'O~",
FineAggrqate CSA A1J.1 - jA: 2. 7
"
Coone Aggregate 0.'
rUiellDSMtHluw 1. 75 ' .1
FnniJ!gtutdT7t_iIIg CSAAlJ.1- U A 1.49
" ."
AcuhrrIldMIInM' &v Tnt CSA Al J.1 - 15A 0.501
"
0.""(/4 4)
KICrOne.vJ -FiIIe CSA AlJ .1 - 1J.A 7.64
" ""
Aunrtd e
Miao o-rJ - e-ne Mro(D<afl) ••
"
A"",au
After detennining that both aggregate sources were satisfacto ry for the study. and obtaini ng
the required amount of sample from each supplier , it was necessary to guaran tee that both
coarse and fine aggregate samp les have the same gradation, to provide unifonnity in the
testing regime . A sieve analysis wasconducted on bothsamples, with the different aggregate
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sizes being separated in indiv idual bins . The grading of the coarse aggregate samples. for
both the norm al and high strength mix designs is as follows :
Table 7 - Coarse Awegare Gradation
Sieve Opening Pen::ent of T otal Required Mass
19.5 mm 50%
9.5mm 35%
4.75mm 15%
To ensure that both coarseaggregate samp les werefree of silts, coatings of clay, or other fine
materials tha t may affect the hydration and bond of the cementing material paste, both
samples were 'band-washed' and air-dried.
3.4.2 Aggregate Geology
Thegeology of Newfo undland is complex and is best illustrated with reference Figure II , as
complied by Hayes (1990). In Eastern Newfound land th e geology is composed mainly of
sedimentary and volcanic rocks with sporadic occurrences of granitic rocks. In Central
Newfoundland, volcanic. sedimentary and granitic rocks with some occurrences of
metamorphic rocks and ultramafic rocks are found to be common place.
The geology of the Avalon Peninsula, where alkali-aggregate reactivity is most severe,
consists of Precambrian-Cambrien sedimentary rocks (shal e, siltsto ne, argilli te. sandstone,
and conglom erate), extrusive igneous volcanic rocks (basal t, rhyolite. andesite. and their
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assoc iated tuffs), and intrusive igneous plutonic rocks (grani te. diorite. and gabbro). The
rocks on the Avalon Peninsula whic h have proven to be show alkal i-aggregate reactivity are
si liceous siltstone. argillites. sands tones. rhyolite. andesite, and their associa ted tuffs (Bragg .
1995). Referring to Figure I I , these rock types arc of the Conception, Harbour Main, and
Connecting Point groups, as well as the Bull Ann Formation.
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The reactive rocks of the Conception Group consist of siliceous si ltstone. argi llite . and
sandstone, while the reactive rocks cftbe Harbour Main Groupco nsist of rhyolite. andesite,
and their associated tuffs . The reactive rocks of the Connecting Point Group consi st of
siliceo us siltstone and sandstones, while reactive rocks from the Bull Arm Formation are
known lO be rhyolite . and their associated tuffs.
The two aggregate sourcesinvestigated werecbcsea based on their poten tial for alkali -
aggregate reactivity . The two sites were gravel de posits on the Aval on Peninsula. the
potentially marginall y reactive aggre gate being located in the Weste rn A valon Region. while
the potentiall y reacti ve aggregate being located in the Eastcm.Aval on region .
The Eastern Avalon sample co nsists of granite. sandstone, basalt, and felsic tuff. The
sandstone and the felsic tuffs are the reactive constitucnu of this sam ple .
The Wcstcm Avalon sample consists of granite. sandstone, diori te. basal t, rhyolite. and
rhyolitic tuffs. The reactive constituents of this sample are the rhyoli te. and the associated
tuffs.
3.5 MiI. Design s
For both the normal and high strength mixes. extreme care was take n to ensure tha t the
aggreg ate sources were the only variation in mix design consti tuents. The foUowing ta ble
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outlines the normal and high strength mix des igns used in the ex perimental phase of the
thes is.
fakIrS -Normal WHiM Strrngth Mix lksigns fwD I mlJ
Cou ti tue n t No rmal Strengt h High St nngth
Cement 35 .5 kg 45.0 kg
F"me aggregate 79.0 kg 65 .0 kg
Coarse Aggregat e 104.0 kg 107.0 kg
Wate r 16.1 litres 15.4 litres
Superp lasticer II 1.0 ml 550 .0ml
Air-entraining agent 18.0mI
Silica Fum e 6.0 kg
Retard er 230 mI
WaJ.er/ CemcntRatio 0.4 5 0.342
Slum p 95 mm 180mm
AU % 7 % 1.8%
Density 2300 kgl mJ 2410kg /mJ
In the mix.the ordinary portland cement (f)'pe 10) CSAJ-ASS with mod.i.fi.ed C3A co ntent
ofappro ximatel y 6% as prod uced in Newfo undland. was used. The following table co ntains
the portland ceme nt constituents as provided by North Star Cement .
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Tqb!e 9 _Cemenl Teyl Repgrr (courferv qfNQrth Star Cemenl 1998J
Chemical
Loss of Ignition (LOI) 3.39 %
SuJphur(SO,) 4. 15 %
C,A 6.83 %
S ilica (SiOJ 2028 ¥0
Iron (Fe,O,) 3.18%
Alumina (AI1OJ 4.61 %
Total CaJciwn 61.41 %
FreeCaJdum 1.15%
Magne:sium(MgO) 3.44 ¥0
Total Alkali es (Nilt0equiv.) 1.05%
Phys ica l
Blaine 41Sm 1/kg
Fineness (4S ~) 97.5 % pass
Autoclave 026%
Sulphate Expansion 0.004 %
lnitiai Settiog Tune 145 minutes
For the mix designs, the air-entraining agent used was a neutralized vinsol resin, a water
reducing agent was of a polyhydroxycarboxylic base. A superplasticizcr of sulfonated
naphthalene fonnaldehyde base was also included in the mix to yield desirab le concrete
workabi lity .
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3.6 Testing Regime
3.6.1 Genera l
Dueto the fact that the effects of AAR on COOCIete in Newfoundland hav e not been tllroughly
investigated. it wasdecided to test most of the mec hanical properti es of co ncrete. The:
followin g sectio n briefly desc ribes the testing procedures.
3.6.2 Com pression T esting
3.6.2 .1 Ge neral
This method determinesthe co mpressive strength of tbe specimen accordingto ASTM C39 -
86. All cylin ders were load ed to failure at the same loading rate.
The compressi on cylinders used in the experimentation were76.2 nun x 152.4 mm, The size
of the specimens was kept smal l due to the fact that larger cylinders would have requireda
substantially larger amount ofconcrete.andthereby werenot feasible. Howeve r, during the
28 day testing.an additi onal three I52.4mm.x 304.8 mm.cylinders weretestedandcompared
with the smaller cylinders .
The device used in the testing of the concrete cy linders was a CSA certified CT - 782 Soil
Test. lncorporated compres sion testing machine. A high strength (15,000 psi) capping
com pound was used on all cy linders . At the parti cular time of testing, all samples were
placed in a simple cage tha t was equipped with 2 mechanical dial gaug es, accurate to 1.27
x I()"") mm, in order that the stress- strain relationship of tbe cylinders co uld bedetermined.
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The accuracy of the mechanical dial gauges wasproven several times using strain gauges
mounted to the specimens., in conjunctio n with the mechaaical dial gauges . Each moun ting
screw oftbe apparatus was held in place on the specimen using epoxy resin that was allowed
to cure on each sample to negate any sliwage of screws .
3.6.3 Tension Testing
3.6.3.1 General
There are basicalJy three test methods usedto detenniDc:the tensile strength of plain concrete .
which can bedivided into two categories. These are the direct tens ion test, andthe indirect
tension tests which include thebeam flexure test and the splitting cylinder test (Ch en, 199]) .
In the experimentation conducted. both the indirect beam flexure test. andthe direct tension
test wereconducted in order to stud y the effects of ASR on high and normal strength
concrete .
3.6.3.1. Direct Temsion Tes tin g
At present there is DOstandard testing procedure deve loped to determine the direct tensil e
strength of concre te. This is due to the fact that there are many diffi culties associated with
app lying a pure tensile force on the specimen. However. in previous research conducted at
Memorial Univers ity ofNewfoundland, Chen (199]) was able to determin e the direc t tensile
strength of concret e.
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Approximately 150 specimens . 37.5 mm x75 mm x 300 mm long were cast for the high and
normal strength mixes using the two different aggregat es. Prior to testing, each specimen was
notched on both the 37.5 nun sides. near the centre , in order to induce failure in a specific
zone. A representative sample and corresponding test setup used in the determination of the
tensile strength can be seen in Figure 12.
Only the 28 day specimens and the final 12 weeks specimens from both the water and the
solution were instrumented with strain gauges to determine the stress strain response. During
other tests. the failure load, and notched area were the only parameter s recorded.
3.6.3.3 Direct Tension Test Set-Up
The testing system used in the determination of the required parameters for the direct tension
tests was a closed-loop servo hydraul ic universal testing machine , and a high-speed data
acquisitio n system. along with a rigid frame loading system. The system consisted of an
hydraulic actuator and a load cell with a maximum capacity of 100 leN and 91 leN,
respecti vely.
The test set-up consisted of a MTS 850 structure test system, a digital function generator. an
MTS 403 Controller. along with a computer that was instrumented with 10 additional data
acquisit ion channe ls used for the recording of results.
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Figure 1Z - Direcl Tension Tesling Apparatus
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The digital fuDction generator allowed for the contro l of the loading ram . For all tests, the
loading ram was controlled to move 7Smm in 3600 seconds.thereby having the loading ram
in stroke control. The data acquisition system along with LabrechNorebooJc., a computer
program designed by Labtech Technologies Corpo ration., was usedin recording thedigi tal
load and strain of the test specimens . A data acquiring frequency ofS Hz was used for each
test in recording the load . and the corresponding strain, when require d .
For the experimental testing phase ofthis thesis. only theascendingportion of thecurve was
recorded. This is due to the high number of test specimens., as well as the substantially
increased amount of time requiredfor testingwhen the descending portion of the curve is
required. Testing of sam ples that would otherwise take boors to complete could now be
completed within 20 minu tes.
A speci al test set-up was used by Chen (1993) for thetestingof concrete specimens in direct
tensio n. Wedge type frictional gripsaredesignedto ensurethat the fracture oflbe specimens
occurs away from the grips.. along the area in which the specimen had been notched. The
gripsconsisted of self·d amping steel andaluminwn wedges and a universal joint connection
to the loading machine. This allowed freedom of rotation along the coordinate axes and
eliminated the possibility ofinducing end moments in the specimens . The wedge actio n was
provided by the sliding of soft:alumin um wedges ove r complementary angled steel wedges .
A S mm thic k layer of gas ket rubber with double serra ted surfaces was introduced betw een
the specimen and the alumin um wedges in order to enhancethe friction, andthus allow for
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uniform transfer of shear stresses between the specimen andthe wedges. The steel wedges
were held in place with an arrangement of four bolts. which were torqued with a moderate
amount ofpressure. adequate enougb to hold the specimen unti l it expc:riencedfai lure. Figure
13 shows a typical direct tension SefAJP.
3.6.3.4 Indirect Tension T esting
ASTM C293 - 79 allows for the determination ofthe modul us of rup ture.,a measure of tensile
strength. by testinga plain concrete prism in fle xure . This was acco mplished using centre-
point loading. In the placing of the specimens in the frame. care ful consideratio n was taken
to ensure that the loadin g ram.and the specimen were such so that any induced moments o r
eccentricity were minimized
All samples testedunderthis procedure wereappro ximately 75 mm x 7S mm, andtestedover
a span of254 mm, However. more accurate measurements fcreach sample were determined
with. digital vernier caliper (accurate to O.OSmm) at the time of testing. A representative
sample andcorresponding test setup usedin the deten:nination ofthe tensile strength can be
seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 13 - Direct Temion TeV Set-up
75
Figure 14 - Indirect Tension Set-up
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3.6.3 .... 1 In d irec t T en sion T est Set-Up
The method ofdata acqui sition, loadin g rate, and instrumentation for samples were identical
subjected to indirect tension, as to those for spec imens subjected to direct tens ion, with the
only exception being that the signal of the digital function generator was inverted. Thi s
allowed for controlling the loading ram' s direction of travel .
3.6.4 Fr eeze a nd Th aw Testing
The effects of freezing and thawing of concrete is especially of interest in cold climates due
to the effects it may have on the overall durability of the structure. Mo st researchers explain
the phenomenon of freezing and thawing in the following manner.
As the temperature of the hardened concrete is lowered, the wate r held in the capillary pores
in the cement paste freezes and the expansion of the concre te takes place . UJX)nthawing,
followe d by re-freezi ng, furthe r expansion takes place so that the repeated cycles have a
cumul ative effe ct. This action takes place mainly in the hardened cemen t paste . If the
pressure generated by the freezing of the concrete is greater than the tensile strength of the
concrete, it results in damage, which can vary from surface scal ing to complete internal
dis integration.
The cumulative damaging effect ofthe freezing and thawing of concrete results from the fact
that during freezing. the excess water is forced to location s where it can freeze . The locations
include fine cracks, which progressively become larger as the wate r expands during freezing.
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Thesecracks remain enlarge d during the thawing process because they become filled with
water. Additional cycles of freezing and thawing follow the same pattern. resulting in
progress ive deterioration.
The objective of this testing was to compare the res istance of high strength and normal
strength concre te specimens consisting of the two different aggrega te sources to repeated
rapid cycles of freezing and thawing usin g samples loca ted in water and I molar NaO H
solution for a period of 6 weeks, after the ini tial 28 day curing period at approximate ly 98%
relative hum idity (RH) , and23 "C ± 2 "C. All of the testing was carried out in accordance
with the associated standards regarding resistan ce ofconcrete to freezing a thawing (ASTM
C 666-84), Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (ASTM C 597-83) , and Resonance Method (ASTM C
215-60) . Swamy (1992) confirmed that both the pulse velocity and dynamic modulus are
highly sensitive to changes in theoverall internal structure ofspecimens experiencing damage
as a resul t of AAR. In addi tion, boththe pulse velocity, and resonance test methodcan detect
measurab le losse s long before external evidence of any damage resul ting from the reactio n
is visib le.
3.6.4.1 Freeze and Th aw Testing Machine
The Soiltest Freeze-Tha w Tester (CT- I1 0) as develope d by Solitest Inco rpora ted (1970) was
used to subject the specimens to accelerated enviro nm ental effects of freezing and thawing
inaccordance with ASTM C 290. Under regular operating conditions, and operating between
5 OF and 75 OF, the Freez e-Thaw Tester underwent app roximate ly 5 freeze -thaw cycles per
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day. Temperature isaccwa telyco ntro lled with the useofa thenn istor embcdded in a control
specimen. while freeze-thew cycles are recorded on appropriate freeze- thaw cycling paper .
3.6.4.2 Dynamic Tesling Appuatus (E-Meter)
This method conforms to ASTM 21 5 - 85 and involves the measwernent o f the fundamental
longitudinal frequency ofconcrete prisms. 75 mm x 75 nun x 300 nun.in order to calculate
the dynami c modulus of elasticity.
As can be seen from the following figure, the specimen is clamped at the centre wi th an
electromagnetic exc iter unit placed against one end face of the specime n and a pick-u p
against tbe other.
Firun 15 - Tnt A,.,.qngrm (PJt [or E-M(ter TWing
~E.<cJ~::,"-----;.ot-==,-- Per-manentagn.~ ' ..~ '~Pll tSpeC;l1TIerl ! :. on-p
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Tbeexciter isdriven by a variab le frequency osci llator with arange of 100 to 10,000 Hz. The
vibrations propagated within the specimen are recei ved.by the pick -up, and amp lified. in order
to be meas ured by an ind icator . The frequency o f the excitati on is varied until resonance is
obtained at the fundam ental frequency of the specimen. The dynam ic modulus of the
specimen can be calculated from the fundam ental frequency. specimen length. and specimen
density.
From the testing, it should becom e apparentthat specimens subjected to the so lutio n, will
experience:substantial decreases in the dynamic modulus of elasticity whenco mpared 00
specimens su bjected to de- ionizcd water. However, the dccrease in the dynamic modulus of
elasticity is assumed to be less for the bigh strength concrete mixe s due to the increase in
material properties. In addition, itis believed that themorereactive aggregat e will experience
larger losses in material properti es .
3.6.4.3 Ultrasonic Pu lse Vrloci ty (V-M eter)
This test meth od conforms to ASTM C 597-8 3 and invo lves the determination of the pulse
velocity ofpropagation of compression wa ves in concrete. The velocity of ultrasonic pulses
travelling in a solid ma terial depeDds on the density and elastic properti es o f the matc:ria1.
The ultraso nic pulsevelocity apparatus provides the time requi red for the pulse to travel
through the medium. Upon accurately measuring the specimen. the pulse vel ocity of
longitudinal ultrasonic vibrations trave lling in an clastic solid can be calculated by dividing
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theoverall specimen length by the time required for thepulsevelocity to travel the length of
the specimen. The foUowing is a schematic representation of the v -Meter Test set-up .
Figure /6 • Test ArrangemenJ (or V-Meter Test ing
8\
3.6.5 C reep of C ODcrete i.a.C omp n::ssiOD
The test method involves the determination of the creep properti es o f cc ecree under a
sustained load in accordance with ASTM C 512 - 82 . In this method, the load-induced time-
dependant compressive strain is recorded at pre-selected ages undercontrolled environmental
co nditions,
The testing regime for the creep tests is somewhat different from the other test methods.
During the time of casting, a total of 6 specimens werecast for both the high and normal
strength mixes . After allowin g the specim ens to cure under 100% re lati ve humidi ty (RH) at
23°C :l::2 "C for 28 days. halfo f the specimens were placed in heated water. while the othe r
half were placed in heate d solution. It was deci ded initially, thai both sets of specimens be
allowed to remainin the tanks fora periodof6 weeks, and thenloaded to 50".4oftbe 28 day
compressive strength (f 'c). After the specimens wen: loaded in the loading frames, and
torqued. the initial readings. as wen as the instantaneous strain reading was measured.
Thereafter. the spc:cimens wen: placed back in the curing roo m, so that shrinkage would not
become a factor . Thedistance betwcc:neach ofthe pins were then measured at 2.7. 28. 56.
90 days respectively.
For each specimen. the strain for eac h of the pins was determ ined at each of the pre-
determined dates. The average value for each specimen was then plotted.
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3.6.6 Tes ting Pro cedu re
Samples used for each of the aforementioned tests were evaluated initially after a 28 day
curing period at 98% RH, and 23 °C ± 2 "C. The 28 day testin g of the samples provided the
reference properties to whichall other data would be compared. Next, the samp les remaining
were equal ly divided , with halfof the samples being placed into tankscontainin g de-ionized
water, whi le the other halfwere placed into asolutionof t mo lar NaOH. Eacb tank was then
heated to 80"C using a stainless stee l submersion heate r.
Both sets of specimens were then contained in the tanksfor an exte nded period oftime, with
samples from both tanksbeing testedat6. 9,and 12 weeks . respectively, for the comp ression .
direct tension, and indirect tension samples. At each testing da te , a minimum of4 sam ples
were tested.
However. for the freeze-thaw specimens. the samp les wereonly placed in the corresponding
tanks for a period of 6 weeks. After this time, the samples were taken from the tanks . the
required material properties wererecorded, then the samples were placed in the freeze-thaw
machine unti l they underwent 300 freeze..thaw cyc les. The sam ples were then tested at
approximately every 50 freeze-thaw cycles, with all the relevant data being recorded.
A simi lar procedure was used in the testing of the creep specimens. All samples were initial ly
placed in the corresponding tanks for a periodof6 weeks, then 3 specimens from each tank
were extracted and loaded in a creepin g frame. Howev er, all creep specimens, after being
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loaded in the fram es, were placed in the curing room at 98% RH in order that shrinkage could
be excluded from the resulting analysis of the results .
3.7 Testing Rationale
A thorough revi ew of the literature bas shown that for normal stre ngth concre te, the
mechanical properties such as compr ess ive strength , tensile stre ngth (direct and indirect) ,
Modulus of Elasticity (dynamic and static), as we ll as pulse veloc ity decrease as the
specimens are subjected to extend ed periods ofthe aggressive 1 mo lar NaOH solution. As
for the specimens subjected to the de-ionized water, none of the samp les mechanical
properties should decrease or deteriorate with time . However, the appr oximate loss in
mechanical properties is dependant on a m ultitude offac tors, as previously discussed in the
literature revi ew , and therefore, is very difficult to accurately pred ic t.. However, the Modulus
of Elasticity (dynamic and static), as well as tens ile strength, see m to be the properties most
effected.
In addition, it is believed that the highly reactive aggregate will experience a greate r
percentage loss of the properties than that of the marginally reactive aggre gate . However,
again,this premise may not necessarily hold true . There is some co mbination of the alkali es
available from the aggregates, as well as those contained in the other constituents of the mix
design that wi ll produce a maximum reaction. However , if the combination is such thatit is
below or above this optimum, then the testing proce dure used in this study may not show the
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extreme maximum poss ible loss in material properti es of concrete using the different
aggregateso urces .
However. initially. before the testing of the concrete specimens began, several 75mm mortar
cubes were prepared using the same aggregates and testing conditions chosen for this study .
and subjected to both a water . and IM sodium hydroxi de solution at 80 '"Cfor a period of4
wee ks. After be ing subjected to the solution for the four week period. the highly reacti ve
aggregate showed a decrease in compressive strength of approximately 15 % wi th respect to
reference specimens, whereas the compressive: strength of the moderately reactive aggregate
remained unchanged with reference specimens. In addition, mortar cubes co ntaining the
highly reactive aggregate showed evidence of gel surrounding aggre gate parti cles resulting
from the alkal i-aggre gate reacti on . As a result of the aforementioned investiga tio n, it was
decid ed that a submergence period o f 12 weeksin a 1M NaOH solution, after the initial
curing period.woul d provide ample time for an alkali-aggregate reaction to take place .
3.8 Submenion Tan ks and Soluti on Concentration
Due to the size andnumber of samples requiredfor the testing phase. it was requiredto buil d
• ba lding faci lity thatwas4 feet long. threefeet wide. andthreefeet high. Initially. stainl ess
steel tanks were investigat ed. and were determined to be more than adequate to mee t all
require ments. Howev er, the cost for mate rials and labour in constrUctio n of two such tanks
proved to be high. As . result, it was decided to construct the tanks from regular . mi ld stee l,
and to coat the inner surface that would beexposedto the aggressive soluti on with an inert
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epox y coating. The coati ng, an all weather DTR Pitt-Guard epoxy obtain ed from Pitt sburg
Paints, was applied to the tanks that had been sand blasted to ensure optimum product
performance. The coating as provided by Pittsburg Paint s was ensured to with stand the 80°C
NaOH solution without any material breakdown. To ensure product performance, visual
inspection s, as well as titrations of the solutio n were carried out on a regu lar basis .
In addition. two Cole - Palmer stainless steel coi led element submersion heaters (mode l #
492 ·6) were mounted to the side of each tank , and used to concentrate heat near the bottom
of the tanks . The heaters were equipped with a stepless calibrated automatic temperature
control dial , having sensitivity as low as ± 2 of, and a range of70 of to 250 of. The heating
element was made using a 316 stainless steel that was known to be non-reactive with the 1M
NaO H solution. The coil had a radius of350 mm, and the stem was 400 mm high .
Both tanks were covered with two layers of Styrofoam SM so that heat loss wou ld be
minimal. This allowed for easy retrieval of specimens. Figure 17 is a photograph of the
typical holding tank set -up .
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Figure J7 - Holding Tankand Submersion Heater Set-up
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4.0 Results and Discussion
4.1 Genera l
The formation ofthe non-linear region in the stress strain curve of concrete is a direct result
of the interfaces between the aggregate and the cement paste. 85 weUas the deve lopment of
boDd micro cracks at those interfaces . As thefirst micro aacb begin formati on. the stored
strain energy becomes transformed into thesurfaceenergy of tbesc DeW crack faces . Then,
as the load is continually inacased. it results in the progressive development of micro c:racks.
wbichresults in a progressive increaseinstrcssintcosity and the magnitude of the strain. As
a result of the micro crack development., the effective area rmsting the applied load is
reduced, resulting in larger local stresses than the nominall y applied external stress . This
results in the strain of the specimens increasing at a much faster rate than the nominal stress.
which results in the generatio n of the non-linear portion ofthe stress-strain curve . As the load
is continual ly increased, these micro cracks grow to cause the formation of macro cracks,
which eventuall y result in the overal l failure oftbe specimen.
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In concrete elements. if the strains developed due to an alkali-aggregate reaction exceed the
ultimate tensi le strain of the surrounding concret e (usuallydetennined to be between 150 and
200 J.l.E. and rarely exceeding 500 IJ.E). then micro cracks wi ll develop in the hydrated cement
paste. and sometimes in the aggregate itself. Therefore. it is quite reaso nab le to understand
that if crack growth is initiated before the application of any load. from any test, tha t a
decrease in overal l strength, and increased compressibility will be observed. However, for
the sam ples subjected to the de-ionized water. there should be no loss in mechanical
properties. Ifanything, a gain in the overall properties should be observed from samp les
located in solution baths . This is attrib uted to high temperatures resulting in a secondary
pozzo lanic reactio n
For the high strength concretes (HSC), it has been detcnnined that such concrete deve lops a
smal ler amoun t o f cracking thanthenonnal strength concrete (NSC), at all ages of loadin g.
This results in the ascending portion of the stress-strain curv e being much steeper , and linear
up to higher proportions o f the ultimat e strength, In addition.. it is known that the high
strength concre te is much more brittle thannormal strength concrete, often resulting in an
explosive failure upon reaching ultimate stren gth. Furthermore. high strength co ncrete
usually undergoes an increase in strength, even after the 28 day curing period. ofte n
continuing for a period of approximately 6 months. This phenomenon can be explained
considerin g calcium hydro xide. a by-product of the cement hydration, reacts at room
tempe rature with the silica fume and fly ash to fonn tobermorite gel. which basa very sta ble
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and strong cementing qual ity . This pozzo lanic reaction contri butes to the increase in strength
ofhigh strength conc rete for the first s ix months.
Therefore, sinc e high strength concrete specimens experience an improvement in material
properties with time , the resul ts observed from testing specimens subjected to the NaOH
so lution wi ll be a ' net effect' rea ction. A ' net effect' reaction refers to the fact that as the
material prope rti es of the co ncrete specimens are being reduced, if at all, by the a1ka1i-
aggregat e reaction, the specimens will alsobe experiencing a gain in material properties due
to the seco ndary pozzo lanic reactio n. For normal strength concrete specimens su bjected to
the NaOH solution, the loss in mechanical pro pe rti es will also be a ' net effect' reaction .
Howeve r, the increase, or im provement, in mechani cal prope rties will be less. as the normal
strength specimens will hav e attained most of its strength within the initial 28 day curing
period .
Losses in the material properties tested wi ll not occur in direc t relation to expansio n.
Therefore, from all previous investigations, it is still very difficult to prescribe limiting values
of mechani cal properties. The following sections will investig ate the differe nces resulting
in the mechanical properties determined from samples subjected to the different testing
regimes .
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4.2 Compression Resul ts
4.2. 1 Ge neral
The compressive strength of ASR·affected concrete is a function oftime, and basbeenfound
to decrease as damage due to the reaction increases on the micro-structural level. Most
researchers (pleau et al. (1989), Swam yand Al-Asali (1988), One ( 1990), and Clark (1990))
determined that losses in comp ress ive strength can be as high as 40% to 60'%, with a
reduction of20% being likely to occur for expansions found in practice. However , a direct
comparison between the worksofother researchers, and the work carried out hereis virtual ly
impossible. Th e losse s in compressive strength from each experiment depends greatly on
numerous parameters such as mix design, aggregate type, andstorage conditions ; none of
which have beenduplicated by al l the investigations. However, the general trends observed
arc applicable.
Thro ughout this labo ratory investigation, very similar trends were found in reduction of
compressive strength for normal stre ngth concrete specimens consisting of the potentially
highly reactive aggregate. In addition, for norm al strength concrete specimens made using
the marginally reactive aggregate, very tittle, if any, strength reducti on wasobserved . These
findings were initially anticipated, and agree quite well with those observed from research
cond ucted by other o bservers.
To the author's knowledge , no com pressive strength testing, or any other mechanical property
investigation, has included high strength concre te specimens that have been subjected to
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alkali-aggregate reactivity. However, since high strength concrete has a much improv ed
micro-structure than normal strength concrete , it is reasonable to assume that the fonnation
of gel pressures due to the alkali-aggregate reaction will have little, if an y effect, on the
overall strength, and compressibility of these specimens. In addition. due to the decreased
penneability ofthe high strength concrete specimens, it is reasonable to assume that alkalies
from the 1 molar NaOH solution bath will not penetrate these speci mens as easily , and
thereby will not beable to initiate an aIkaIi-aggregate reaction.
How ever, over the past decade, the Portland Cement Association has conducted extensive
research on the mechanical properties of high strength concrete, without the inclusion of any
a1kali-aggregate reactivity. Research hasconfirmed that for all high strength concretes,
regardIessofaggregate type combinations, the ultimate stress occurred at strains in the range
of2 x 10oJ to 4 x 10 - . In addition. the modulus of elasticity is usually in the range of31 to
45 OPa (Famy et el., 1994).
Furtbennore, Wee et al . (1996) confirmed from testing that the strain at ultimate strength of
high strength concrete varied between 2E~3 and 3&3, whereas the modulus ofelasticity was
on the order of 4OGPa. From these experiments, it was also concluded that as long as the
strength remainsapproximately the same, the method in achieving the strength by varyin g a
combination of factors (eg. the admixtures used to achieve the strength, and the different
water /cement rations) have little effect on the ascending portion of the curve. Therefore. the
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results obtainedfor specimens after the initial 28 day curing period shoul d resemble those
dctennincdfrom this investigation.
The following sections present the mechanical properties determined from testingof al l
specimens. normal and high strength mix designs using • poten tially highl y reacti ve
aggrega te, as well as a potentially marginal ly reacti ve aggregat e, in compress ion.
4.2..2Comprasion (NSC • lI igbly Reactive)
The mechanical properti es determined from the potentially highly reactive aggregate used in
the normal stre ngth mix design showed the greatest reduction. The stress - strain results of
samples subjected to solution and water can be viewed in Figure 18, and Figure 19,
respecti vely. For specimens subjected 10 the NaOH solution, anoverall reduction in stren gth
of28% was observed after a period of twelve wee ks, whereas, forspecimcns subjected to the
de-ionized water, an overall increase in strength of 14% was observed after tbc same time
fnme (Rcfer to figure 20 aDd21 for plots of averag e mength versus time,as well as, Tables
10 and 11 for compression results of all samp les) . The increase in strength for specimens
subjected to the de- ionizod water is attributed to the elevated storage tempc:nUUR:s which
forced the completion of cem ent bydra tion, and thus improved material properties.
In addition, the stress - strai n curves of norm al strength concre te consisting of the highly
reactive aggregate were usedto investi gate the effects of the alkali-aggregate reacti on on the
strain at ultimate stress, as well as its effects on the secant modulus of elasticity for the
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material. For lhe samples subjected to the NaOH solution. a reductio n in the secant modulus
of approxi mately sao;. was observed. as ~II as an increasein strain at ultimate stress of
approximately 180% (Refer to Tables 12 and 13). M for the specim ens thatwere subjected
to the de-ionized water , the variance in mechanical properties determined is not nearlyas
drastic . These results are consi stent with what was initially expected . IS well as those
observed by other researchers conducting compressive strength rests on similar materials.
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Figun 18 - NormgI Skr ngth Cqncule in Solution alighly Rrq.ctiyr)
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Figure 20 · Mean Strength ~f Time "NSC in Solution (Highly Reactive)
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TQhl~ 0 _ComDN~Ji n Re$lliu _~ in Solution fU; hJ Reac .
Time Samp le f ', Mea n f ' c Std . Dev• Av&-Y.of CMfficient
(days) • MP. Solution Scllution MAXf 'c ofVariatioDMP. MP. Soluti on
28 I 41.10
day s 2 45.60 42 .39 2.8 I 5.22 %
3 40.47
Ow. I 32.77
2 352 1 34.88 1.97 0.82 2.59%
3 36.67
Ow. I 29.4<>
2 34.n 33.03 3.09 0.78 6.38%
3 34.9 1
11:wk I 31.01
2 30.04 30.56 0.49 0,72 0.16 %
3 30.62
Tahl, I I • Comprwion Re.rulrs - NSCjn Water (ffighlY React iwl
Tim. Sample re Mean f 'c Std. Dev. Avg. %of CMffieieut
(days) • MP. Water Water MAXf 'c ofVariatioDMP. MP. Wa Cer
28 I 41.10
day s 2 45.60 42.39 2.8 0.86 5.22 %
3 40.4 7
Ow. I 48.n
2 48.57 48.44 0.4 1 0.99 0.11 %
3 47.99
Ow. I 48.57
2 49.16 48.83 0.3 0.99 0.06 %
3 48.77
t::zwk I 50.23
2 47.21 49 .13 1.67 I 1.86 %
3 49.95
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Tahl( fl- dng/ylir o fComprurion Rm/4 fNSC jn WQlIr - Highl y R( aetiv(J
Tim e C', 005r 'c E@ 005r 'C E " S<ca.t
Modulw
(MPa) (MPo) (x IE -J) o is-n GPa
28 days 41.25 20.625 0.527 1.6 39 .136
6 • • 47.71 23.86 0.8564 2 27.856
9 • • 49.4 24.7 0.222 1.9 111.16
I1:wk 46.6 23.3 1.2407 2.6 18.781
TabU I1 -Ana/Yril o(CompreWQ n Rnu/ts MC in SQlution _ Highly &aetiveJ
Time C', O.SI 'c E @ O.s r 'C E " Seca nt
M odu lus
(MPa) (MPa) (x:IE.) (x: IE .3) GP a
28 days 41.25 20.625 0.527 1.6 39.136
6 • • 36.98 18.49 1.028 2.6 17.94
9w. 29.7 14.84 1.33 3.2 11.152
12 wk 30.42 15.21 2.024 4.5 7.514
4.1.J Compression (NSC . Moderately Reactive)
Compressive testing on the norma! strength concrete containing the potentially marginall y
reactive aggregate sbowed little . if any changes for specimens subjected to the solution to
acce lerate an alkal i-aggregate reaction, or for specimens subjected to the de-ionized water
solution. The stress- strain curves for specimens tested over a perio d of 12 weeks after the
initia128 day curing period can beviewed in Figures 22 and 23. For specimens subjected to
the solution, the ultimate strength of the specimens after a period of 12 weeksstayed virtual ly
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the same , whi le specimens subjected to the de-ionized water experienced an increase in
stren gth ofapproxUnately 23 % (Refer to Figures 24 and 25, and Ta bles l4, through 17 for
compression results of the specimens) .
'Thestress - strain curves of the normal strength concrete consistin g of the marginally reacti ve
aggregate were also usedto investigate the effects. if any, on the strain at ultima te stress.as
wen as on the secant modulus of elasticity. Mechanical properties of specimens subjected
to the solution, as wen as specimens subjected to the de-ionized water did not change
apprec iably in either instance, especi ally when compare d to data acquired from normal
strength spe cimens consisting ofaggregate E, the highly reactive aggreg ate.
Once again, it was initially suspected that the normal strength concrete consisting of the
potenti ally marginally reactive aggregate would not experience the same level o f reducti on
in mechanical properties as experienced by the oonna1 stmlgth concrete consisting of the
potentially highly reactive aggregate. The results obtained are indeedconsistent with those
expected, as well as those determinedby previous researchers.
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Figure 22 - NQrmal Strength Concret e in Solution (Moderately Reactive}
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Figure 23 - Normal Strength Concrete in Water (Moderately Reactive)
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Figure 14 - Mean Strength vs Time ' NSC in Solutio " (Mode rately Reactive}
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Taklr 14 - Comprwjon Rn vllf ~ NSCin SoluJi91lfM qdrratr ly ReaetiwJ
Time Sample re MeaD r '~ Std. Dev. Avg. v. of Coefficient
(days) • MP. So lution Solution MAXr'~ o(VariationMP. MP. SolutioD
28 I 46.62
days 2 47.21 46.88 0 .3 0.93 0.0.
3 46.82
Owk I 54.62
2 51.05 50.64 4.57 I 20.88
3 45.65
Owk I 49.36
2 50.33 50.46 Ll 8 I 1.38
3 51.70
12wk I 48.n
2 47.80 48.38 0.51 0.96 0.20
3 485 6
Tabi( 15 _Compression Results ~ NSC in Water fModyatetv Reacttvf J
Time Sample ( ' , MeaD ( ,~ Std. Dev. Avg. Yo of Coeffi.~ieDt
(days) • MP. Water Water MAXr'~ OfVariatiODMP. MP. Water
28 I 46.62
days 2 47.21 46.88 0.3 0.8 0.09
3 46.82
Owk I se.n
2 55.60 53.28 1.78 0.95 3.16
3 53.28
Owk I 59.98
2 60.28 60 .28 3.05 1 9.28
3 54.82
12wk I 57.55
2 57.74 57.74 0.96 0.98 0.92
3 55.99
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Table / 6 _Analysis a(ComllCusio n Ruuits (NSC in War" - Moderately Reaetiv( l
T ime f 'c O.s f 'c e @ O.s f 'c E 'e Scca nl
Modulus
(MPa) (MPa) (:I lE-3 ) (1 IE-3) GPa
28 days 47 .98 23.99 0.717 1.9 33.46
6 wk 56.87 28.435 0.701 1.9 4028
9 wk 46.94 23.47 1.076 2.8 21.81
12wk 57.93 28.97 0.537 1.8 53.95
Table / 7 _Analysis o(Comprwjon Rqults fNSC in Solution - Mcuk rgteJv Reactive )
Tim e f 'c O.Sf'c e@ O.S f 'c E 'e Secant
Modulus
(MPa) (MP a) (x IE-3) (1 1£-3) GPa
28 days 47.98 23.99 0.717 1.9 33.46
6wk 56.15 28.08 1.343 2.8 20.9
9 wk 49.68 24.84 1.109 2-9 22.'
12 wk 48.78 24.39 1.059 :L8 23.04
4~4 Co mpress ion (BS C - HighJy Reactive )
As previo usly stated, to the bestof the author's knowledge. no effects o f aIkali -aggre gate
reactivity on the compressive strengthof high strength concrete have been previous ly
reported . However. due to the improv ed pro perti es of high strength concrete, it is believed
that the effec ts on material properti es of spec imens subjected to the aggres sive NaO H
solution will be minimal . if any. for specime ns subjected to the de-ionized water, as well as
those contained in the NaOH solution.
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The stress - strain curves for the high strength concrete specim ens subjected to the NaGH
solution and the de-ionized water can be viewed in Figures 26 and 27 . respectively. For the
spec imens subjected to solution . the stress-strain curve becomes much steeperafterthe 28 day
period. experie ncing an increase in strength of 18% during this time period, as well as
decrease in strain at ultima te capacity of approximately 20% . These improvements in
mechanical properties are again attributed to the secondary pozzo lanic reaction, as mentioned
in the precedin g section, as well as the decreased permeability of the high strength specimens
whic h resist the in trus ion of the aggressive NaG H solution to initiate an alkal i-aggregate
reaction. However . as time in the NaGH solution bath increas es. the strain at ultim ate
capacity increases slightly. even tho ugh the average strength of spec imens stays nearly the
same. increasing only by 6%. Refer to Tables 18 through 21 for results of high strength
concrete compression testing using pote ntially highly reactive aggregate. aggregate E. and
Figure s 28 and 29, for plots containing the average stre ngths of specimens subjected to the
NaG H solution. as we ll as de-ionized water .
All high strength concrete specimens subjected to the de-ionized water experienced a
significant increasein overall strength after the initial 28 day curing period, with the average
increase in strength being almost 2 1% aftera period of 12 weeks . In additio n, the strain of
these concre te specimens at ultimate capacity remained. for the most part. equal to that
determined during the 28 day testin g. The only exception was the stress -strain curve of the
six week test spec imens. Forso me unknownreason. the 6 week stress - strain curve followed
a trend unlike that seen with the 9. and 12 week test specimens, in that the strain experi enced
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at ultimate load increased by approximately 70010. Since reasons as to the generation oftbis
stress - strain curve cannot beexplained, it has been deemed an anomaly .
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Table 18 - Compress ion Results· HSC in Solut jqn atighly Reactive)
T ime Samp le r-e Mean r'e Std. Dev. Avg.o/o of Coeffici ent
(days) • MPa Soluti on Solution MAX f 'c orVariatio nMPa MP a Solution
2. I 72,16
days 2 77.70 75.42 2.9 0.82 % 5.6
3 76.40
6 wk I 96.12
2 90.32 91.93 3.66 1.00% 8.93
3 89.35
Owk I 78.03
2 82.17 76.16 7.14 0.83% 33.96
3 68.27
IZ wk I 79.98
2 79.01 79.98 0.98 0.87% 0.63
3 80.96
Table 19 . Compreuion ReWs . HSC in Water fHjghly ReacriwrJ
Time Sam ple r'e Mean r :e Std. Dev. Avg.%of Coefficient
(days) • MPa Wat er Wat er MAXf 'c of VariationMPa MPa Water
2. I 72.16
days 2 n .70 75.42 2.9 0.83% 5.6
3 76.40
6 wk I 91.88
2 91.10 91.27 0.55 1.00% 0.2
3 90.82
9wk I 89.73
2 86.23 87.37 2.04 0.96% 2.78
3 86.16
12wk I 96.56
2 89.74 91.04 5 1.00 % 16.68
3 86.81
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Tab/e 10· Comprersion Rerul1s - HSC in Waler fHigh/y Reactiye)
Tim e f', 0.5£ 'c e@ O.5f 'c e ', Secan t
M odu lus
(MP o) (MPo) (x l E-3) (x l E-3) GPo
2S days 77.7 38.85 1.27 2.25 30.59
6 ...k 89.35 44 .675 0.6 1.77 74.46
. ...k 89.74 44 .87 1.17 2.48 38.35
12wk 95.59 47.8 0.67 2.28 7l.34
Table 21 .Compreu ion Rerullr • USC in Solutiqn fHighly ReactiveJ
Time f ', 0.5 £'c e@ O.5£'c e " Secant
M odulus
(MP o) (MPo) (x l E-3) (x l E-3) GP o
2S days 77.7 38.85 1.27 2.25 30 .59
6 ...k 91.1 45.55 2.04 3.83 22.33
. ...k 79.01 39.5 1 1.21 1.21 32.65
12wk 79.98 39.99 1.54 1.54 25.97
4.2.5 Com pressio n (liS e - MarginaUy Reac tive)
The stress - strain curves for high strength concrete specimens subjected to water an d solution
after the initial 28 day curing period. as wellas after being submerged in the respective baths
for 6, 9. and 12 weeks, respectively, can be viewed in Figures 30 and 31. From these graphs,
it is clear that the aggressive NaOH solution had little effect on the material properties
determined from the compression testing . In fact, samp les from both the de-ionized water.
and the NaO H solution experienced the same trends. For instance, the ultimate strength of
t09
samples su bjected to the solution Increased approximately 26% from the initial averag e 28
day ultimate strength wi th respect to samples submerged in theNaOH solution for a period
of 12 weeks. For specimens subjected to the de-ionizedwater, theaverage ultimate strength
of higb strength ccecrete samples iDc:reascd 3O'Y. from the initial ultimate strength observed
after the initial 28 day testing to ultimate strengths recorded after being su bmerged in the de-
ionized water for a period of 12 weeks. Refer to T ab les 22 and 23 for ultimate strength
results of all specimens, as well as, Figures 32 and 33 for plots of average ultimate strength
of high strength concret e consisting ofthe potentially margina.llyreactive aggregate versus
time.
Tablcs 24 and 25 indicate that the strains of bothsam ples remained quite simi lar at the testing
periods. Even though both samples sho w a moderat e increase in strain at ultimate strength,
the strains experienced arc well within the accepta ble range for high strength specimens
(betw= 2&3 eod 3E·3) determIDcd by W", et al. (1996). .... Famy et aJ.(l994~ f..
specimens tested after an initial 28 day curing period.
These results indicate that the high strength concrete samp les consisting of the potentially
mar ginall y reactiv e aggregate werenot affected by an alkali-aggregate reacti on.
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TaN e ]] • Compnss;on Ruulu - HSC in SofutiQ!! lModeratrly ReacttwJ
Tim e Sample r'e Mean f 'c Avg. -;. of Std. DeY. Coeffic:ient
(days) • MP. Solution MAXf 'c Solution ofMP. Solution MP. Variati on
28 I 14.52
days 2 69.06 11.92 0.18 2.14 1.51
3 72.18
6 wk I 95.59
2 94.62 91.69 I 5.93 35.2
3 84.86
12 wk 1 85.84
2 92.66 90.69 0.98 3.69 \3 .64
3 91.69
Tahle 2J. CQ", prrn io!! Retul ll - USC ;!! WaW tMod cratelyReacriYfJ
Tim e Sample f ', Mun f 'c Avg. -I. of Std . Dev, Coefficicnt
(day s) • MP. Wat er MAXf 'c Watcr of Varia tioDMP. Wat er MP.
28 I 14.52
days 2 69.06 11.92 0.73 0.73 7.51
3 72.18
6 wk I J02.42
2 100.96 98.03 I I 40.61
3 90.11
12,.,k I 94.62
2 93.64 93.64 0.96 0.96 0.95
3 92.66
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Table 14 - Ana/YSi.t o(Cqmprwion RquIll fHSC in Water - Mod( ratrlv R(aetivrJ
Time r', o.sr '~ E @ O.s f '~ E " Secanl
Modulu s
(MP a) (MPa) (s: IE-3) (s: IE-3) GPa
28 days 74.52 37.26 0.36 1.85 103.5
6 wk 100.95 50.48 0.98 2.33 51.51
12,.k 93.64 46.82 0.53 2.58 88.34
Table 25 _Analysis o(Cqmpr€Ssion RWllts (USC jn Solutiqn _ Moderately React ive)
Time r', o.sr'c e@ O.5 r'c E " S<ea n l
Modulus
(MP a) (MPa) (s: IE-3) (:l IE-3) GP a
28 days 74.52 37.26 0.36 1.85 103.5
6wk 95.59 47.8 1.45 2.55 32.97
12,.k 91.69 45.85 1.23 2.73 37.28
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4.3 Direct Tension Test Resul ts
4.3.1 Genera l
In has been only in recent years that the tensile strength of concrete bas become a design
parameter. Before this. the main parameter of concern was the ultimate strength of concrete
after an initial 28 day curing period. However, not only is the compressive strength of
concrete important, but also the behaviour of concrete under tensile stresses. In additi on.
crackin g is a very important feature of concrete that is governed by its tensile properties.
To date, no test bas been certified by the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) for the
testing of concrete in direct tension. In the past, the tensile properties of concrete were
investigated using indirect tension testing methods. However, Zhen-hai and Xiu-qin ( 1987),
Philips and Binsheng (1993), as well as, Marzouk and Cben (1995) have investigated the
response of normal and high strength concrete specimens in direct tension. Philips and
Binsbeng (l 993) stated that uniaxial tests are the most direct experimental method of
obtaining the stress-strain relationship, and better reflects the mechanical behaviour of
concrete in tension than indirect tension tests.
The relationship between stress and strain of concret e specimens in direct tension has been
described by Philips and Binsheng (1993) as follows . Stress of concrete specimens increases
linearly with increasing strain. developing micro-cracks along the cement aggregate
interface, at a point of approximate ly 70-80% f" which has boththe effect ofred ucing the net
effective area resisting the stress and increases the contribution of the cracks to the overal l
u s
strain. At this point, the concrete begins to behave in a non-linear fashion until the ultimate
strength of the sample is reached. During the transition of the curve from the linear portion
to the point at which ultimate stress is reached, the interfacial cracks propagate into the
cement matrix, bridging aggregate particles. At the time of peak stress, the micro cracks
begin to localize and form discrete macroscopic cracks, which in turn, cause the failure of the
specimen.
Zhen-hal and Xiu-qin (1987) conducted direct tension test on plain normal strength concrete
specimens of various water cement ratios arriving at very similar conclusions. It was
concluded that the stress and strain of un-reinforced, normal strength concrete specimens, are
proportional up to the elastic limit, which is usually at 40-60% of the ultimate stress.
Subsequently, the strain of the concrete specimen increases quickly. resulting is the formation
of a convex curve. From the specimens tested involving a similar mix design as to that
conducted in this research, after the initial 28 day curing period, an average ultimate tensile
stress of2.43 MPa. and an average strain at ultimate stress of approximately 103 ue . This
average value of ultimate tensile stress was determined to be approximately 6.65% of the
compressive strength.
These results have been substantiated by Guo and Zhang (1987) who determined the average
ultimate tensile stress of normal strength un-reinfbrced concrete specimens subjected to
tension to beapproximately 2.38 MPa. with an average strain at ultimate tensile stress to be
approximately 106 ue after an initia128 day curing period . This average value ofultimate
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tensil e stress was determined to be approxima tely 5.92% of the corresponding compressive
strength after an initial 28 day curin g period .
Marzouk and Chen (1995) developed a testing procedure that allowed for the testing of
normal and high strength concrete specim ens in uniaxial or direct tensio n, and alsoarrived
at very useful conclusions . Afte r testing over 50 specimens, Marzouk and Che n (l 995)
determined that the strain of these high strength spec imens at maximum tensil e stress , tested
after the initial 28 day testing period, meas ured between100.5 and 136.9 IJ.E. Furthe rmore,
Marzouk and Chen (1995 ) detennined that the direct tensil e strength wasrecorded as being
4.8% of f 'c, where f' c was the average ultimate stress of high strength concrete cylinders
measured after the initial 28 day curin g period. Testin g of the normal strength specimens
revealed that the direct tens ile strength was determined to be approximately 8 % of f 'c.
It is important to note that the aforementioned research was conducted on normal and high
strength specimens after the 28 day ewing period, andthat the research wasbeing conducted
to determine the stress - strain response of specimens onl y, and not the effect of an alkali -
aggregate reaction on the specimens mechanical properties. However. these investigations
do provide for a very meaningful starting point foethe evaluation ofthe 28 day stress - strain
response o f all specimens, and provides a basi s on which to analyse the respons e of
spec imens subj ected to the de-ionized water and aggressi ve NaOH solution after a period of
12 weeks .
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4.3.2 Direct Tensile Strength (NSC - lIi ghly Reactive)
Results of normal strength concrete specimens tested in direct tension consisting of the
potentially highly reactive aggregate, sample E. indicate that the tensile properties of
specimens after the initial 28 day curing period agree quite well with the material properties
as determined by Zhen-hai and Xiu-qin (1987), Philips and Binsheng (1993). For instance,
the average ultimate tensile strength, f I' was determined to be 2.85 MPa, with the strain at
ultimate capaci ty being approximately I 15 ue. This ultimate strength was determined to be
6.72 % of the compre ssive strength of cylinders tested of the same mix design after the initial
28 day curing period . Refer to Figures 34, 35, and 36, for plots of stress versus strain, and
average percent of ultimat e strength at 28 days versus time, respectively. In addition, Tables
26 and 27 include data regard ing the tension testing results for specimens contained in both
the water and solution.
Samples submerged in the de-ionized water were determined to approximately maintain the
ultimate strength level for all other periods of testing. It was reasoned that since the de-
ionized water would not initiate an alkali-aggrega te reaction that there would be not change
in material properties. However, samples subjected to the NaOH solution show a significant
40% decrease in the ultimate tensile strength over a period of 12 weeks. The ultimate strain
of specimens after being submerged in the respective solutions did not show a difference at
the 12 week testing period .
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Table 26 - Tension Resul/ r eNSC in Solulion - Highlv Reac/ive )
Time Sampl e r, Mean r, A\'g. % Std. De\'. Coefficient
(days) # MPa Solution off 'c Solution of Vari ation
Mra Solution Mr a
28 \ 2.56
days 2 2.94 2.85 6.72% 0.26 0.07
3 3.05
6 wk I 2.00
2 2.08 1.97 4.65 % 0.12 0.0\
3 1.84
9wk \ 1.80
2 1.69 1.77 4.18 % 0.08 0.01
3 1.83
12wk \ 1.92
2 1.81 1.8 4.25 % 0.12 0.01
3 1.67
Table 27 - Tension Results INSC in Water - Highly Reaclive )
Time Sample f , Mean f , Avg. % Std . De, '. Coefficien t
(days) # MPa Solution orf 'e Solution orVari ation
MPa Solution MPa
28 1 2.56
days 2 2.94 2.85 6.72 % 0.26 0.07
3 3.05
6wk \ 2.77
2 2.38 2.62 6.18% 0.21 0.04
3 2.7 \
9 wk \ 2.57
2 2.43 2.57 6.06 % 0.13 0.02
3 2.70
12wk \ 2.95
2 2.84 2.66 6.28 % 0.4 1 0.17
3 2.19
\ 2\
4.3.3 Direct Tens ile Strength (NSC • Moderately Reactive )
Testi ng results from normal strength concrete samples consis ting of the potentially marginally
reactive aggregate in direct tension also agree s quite well with results of previous
experimentation by Zhen-hai and Xiu-qin (1987) , Philip s and Binshen g (1993). From the
stress - strain diagram located in Figure 37, it can be seen that the ultimat e tensile strength
of the specime n was 2.78 MPa, with a corresponding strain 96 J.lE. The ultimate tensile
strength amounted to 6.77 % ofthe ultimate compre ssive strength as measured after the initia l
28 day curin g period . These results also compare quite well with those determined from the
normal strength concrete tested in direct tension utilizing the potent ially highly reactive
aggregat e. Results using aggregate E recorded an ultimate tensile strength of 2.85 MPa
(which amo unted to 6.72 % of the ultimate compre ssive strength reco rded at 28 days) , and
a correspo nding strain at ult imate capacity of 115 J.lE. This is to be expecte d since both
samples have not been subjected to the aggress ive solution bath which would promote an
alkali -aggregate reaction.
Sam ples located in the de-ionized water showed no apparent loss in ultim ate tens ile strength
over the 12 week testing period. In fact, these specimens expe rienced a 6 % increase in
ultimat e tensile strength. However, an increase in the strain at ultimate tensile strength did
increase to beco me approximately 230 J.lE.
Sample s locat ed in the NaOH solution showed a decrease in ultimate tensile strength of
approximately 30010over the 12 week testing period . This decrease is slightly less than the
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40% decrease experie nce from testing the samples that consisted of the more reactive
aggregate, as was expected. In addition. the strain associated with the ultima te tensile
strength was determined to beapproximately 280 IJ.€at the time of failure, a 20 % increase
from the ultimate strain of samples located in the de-ionized water.
Refer to Figures 38 and 39 for plots of average percent of ultimate compressive strength with
time, as well as Tables 28 and 29 for tensile c1ataanalysisof samples from bothenvironments.
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Table 28 - Tt'tu"ion R~suJlJ (NSf; jn &>(rdion - Mod<TPldYR, actiw'
Tim~ Sampl~ I, Mea n r, AV I;. -,4 Std. Dev. Cocffici~nt
(days) • MP• Sohltio n of f 'e Solutio n of Variatio nMP. Solution MP.
zs I 2.20
da ys 2 2.76 2.62 5.59% 0.37 0.14
3 2.90
6wk I 2.07
2 2.35 2.13 4.54% 0.2 0.04
3 1.96
Owk I 1.59
2 1.78 1.64 3.505 0.12 0.01
3 1.56
12wk I l. 93
2 1.62 1.82 3.88%. 0.17 0.03
3 1.90
Table 29 - T!" sion Test fNSC in Wpter - Moderat dy 8 ,a,tivr'
Time Sample I, Mean f. Avg. o/_ Std . Dev . Cocfficicnt
(days) • MP• Solution or f 'c Solution of Varia tionMP. Solutio D MP.
'"
I 2.20
da ys 2 2.76 2.62 5.59 % 0.37 0.14
3 2.90
6 wk I 2.78
2 2.61 2.61 5.56 % 0.18 0.03
3 2.42
9 wk I 2.11
2 2.23 2.1l 4.52% 0.\ om
3 2.03
12wk I 2.63
2 3.04 2.79 5.94 % 0.22 0.05
3 2.69
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4.3.4 Direct Tensile Strength (USC - Highly Reactive)
As pre vious ly stated. Marzou.kand Chen(1995) conducted research regarding high strength
concrete specimens in direct tens ion. Using a similar testingprocedures. with like samp les,
It was concluded that the 28 day average ultimate tensile strengthof high strength concrete
tested in direct tension was approximately 3.29 MPa.and that the corresponding average
ultimate strain was measuredas 122.0 1Jf:. High strength co ncre te specimens tested
througbo ut this investigation resulted in a2 8 day ul timate tensile strength of3 .52 MPa. and
a correspo nding ultima te strain of 150 ue. These results are in good agreement considering
slightly different mix designs, testingprocedures, and sample sizes. In addition. Marzouk and
Chen (1995 ) determined that the average ultimate tensile stre ngth of the high strength
concrete was approxima tely 4 .8 % f 'c, whereas direct tension testing of high strength
concre te usin g the highly reacti ve aggregate resulted in an avera ge ultimate tensile strength
of4.9 %. Onceagain, these resul ts are in good agreement. Refer to Figures 40 through 42,
as well as Tables 30 and 31 fo r direct tension resul ts and analysis of high streogth concrete
utilizing the potentially reactive aggregate.
Figure 4 1 indicates that the samp les subjected to the NaOH sol ution experienced a continual
decrease in ultima te tensile strength throughout the testing duratio n. At, the 12 week testing
period, the ul tima te tensile stre ngth bad decreased approxim atel y 25 %, resulting in an
average ultimate tensile strength of 2.71MPa, or 3.71 % off'c. However, figure41 indicates
that samples locat ed in the de-ionized water increased in ultimate tensile strength by
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approximately 35 %, resulting in an average ultimate tensile strength of 4.82 MPa, or 6.7 %
of f'c .
These result seem to indicate that the high strength direct tension specimens located in the
NaOH solution may have been more affect ed thanthe high strength compress ion specimens.
This may beattributed to the fact that the tens ion specimens are only 37.5 nun thick, where
as the compression specimens are 76.2 mm thick. As a result of this, more deleterious ions
may have permeated the direc t tension specimens, and promoted an alkali-aggregate reaction .
In addition, the aggressive solution may have negated the effects of the secondary pozzolanic
reaction of high strength concrete , which results in an improvem ent in strength, and micro
structure. Furthermore, as previous ly stated, it isknown thatadecrease in material properties
of samples subjected to an alkali- aggregate reaction are much more pronounced in tension
testing thanin compression testing due to thenature of crack formation.
Nonetheless , the high stren gth sample utilizing the potentially highly reactive aggregate in
directtensio n did not show an increase in strain associated with ultimate tensile strength.
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Tabl, 10 ~ T(Mia" Resu/g (HSC in Solution - Highly RCacnwJ
Time Sample f , Mean I , Avg. % StcLDev. CoefrtcicnC
(days) • MP• So lutioQ oU'(: Solu tioQ olVanationMP. Solution MP.
28 I 3.71
day s 2 3.45 3.58 4.90 % 0. l3 0.Q2
3 3.57
6wk I 3.15
2 4.34 3.1 4.24 % 0.76 0.58
3 5.23
9 wk \ 3.40
2 3.45 2.56 3.5 l% 0.11 am
3 3.68
l1wk \ 3.79
2 3.47 2.71 3.71 % 0.16 0.02
3 3.88
Table 31 _ T( nsion Rem its rHSCin Water - Highly R(QCtiyel
Time Sample f, Mean I . Avg. % Std.D ev. CoefficienC
(days) • MP. Solution orf 'c Solution 01VariationMP. Solution MP.
28 \ 3.71
days 2 3.45 3.58 4.90 % 0.1l 0.02
3 3.57
6wk \ 4.63
2 4.27 3.05 4.17 % 0.37 0.14
3 3.63
9 wk \ 6.86
2 5.3 \ 4.6 6.30 % 0.62 0.39
3 6.72
12wk 1 6.25
2 6.73 4.82 6.70 % 0.23 0.05
3 6.84
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4.3.5 Dire« Tensile StreDgth (lISe - Marginally Reactive)
Stress - strain results from testing the high strength concrete in direct tension utilizing the
potential ly marginal ly reactive aggregat e show thatthe 28 day ultima te tensil e strength was
2.46 MPa, with a corresponding strain at ultimat e strength of250 ue . Thi s ultimate tensile
strength is approx ima tely 3.42 % of the relating 28 day compress ive strength , which is
slightly (ower than that provided through testing the high strength direct tension samples
using the highly reactiv e aggregate. Refer to Figure 43 for stress - strain plot of the 28 day
testingperiod sample s.
Figures 44 and 45 represent the average ultimate strength of high stre ngth specimens
consistin g of the marginally reactive aggregat e (sample B) as a percentage of the
correspo nding 28 day ultimate compressi ve strength. From these figures , it is clear that both
samples loca ted in the water , and in the solution, experience a gain in ultimate tensile strength
with time , similar to that of the high strength concrete consisting of the highly reactive
aggregate. The trend curve fitted through both datasets show the 12 week ultimate tensile
strength as approximately 3.5 % for samples located in the de-ionized water , andslightl y over
3.5 % for samples loca ted in solution .
The point assoc iated with the 12 week break on Figure 44 was not cons ide red when fitting
the general trend . This was due to the fact the one of the direct tensil e strengths recorded
during testing was extremely low, and as a result was consid ered an anomal y. However . the
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point was sti ll considered ind etermining the average ultimate tensile strength for that testing
period . Refer to Tables 32, and 33 fer test results .
Figure 43 - Direct Tensile StrefJ Vf. Strain fHSC - Madera/ely Reactiyel
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Tab le 32 . Tension Resul/s ( }{,sc in Solution - Modera/ely Reac/ive )
Time Sample f, Mean f , Avg. % Std .l>ev. Coefficient
(days) # MPa Solution of f 'c Solution of Variati on
!\1Pa Solution l\IP a
28 I 2.04
d ays 2 2.22 2.17 3.0 1% 0.11 0.01
3 2.24
Ii wk I 2.70
2 2.62 2.63 3.66% 0.06 0
3 2.58
9wk I 3.17
2 2.3 3 2.82 3.92 % 0.44 0.19
3 2.95
12 wk I 2.16
2 2.16 2.04 2.83 % 0.22 0.05
3 1.79
Table 33 - Tens ion Resul/s (USC in Water - Moderate ly Reactive)
Time Sampl e f , Mean f , Avg.•/. Std . Dev. Coeffici ent
(days) # MPa Solut ion of f 'c Solution or Vari ation
MPa Solution I\IPa
28 1 2.04
days 2 2.22 2.17 3.01 % 0.11 0.01
3 2.24
fi wk I 2.87
2 2.29 2.48 3.45% 0.34 0.11
3 2.28
9 wk I 3.64
2 2.04 2.66 3.70% 0.44 0.74
3 2.3 1
12 wk I 2.4 1
2 2.55 2.5 3.48% 0.08 0.01
3 2.55
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4.4 Indinc:t Tension Resul ts
4.4.1 General
In determining the tensile behaviour of concrete, research ers have relied o n indirect tens ion
testing methods (Clark (1990), Swamy andAl-Asali (1988». Thereasoningofsuch testing
methods is that then: is no CSA certified test that allows for thedetermination of the tensile
parameters of concret e us ing the appl ication of direct. or uniax ial force . As a resul t. the
indirecttension method bas been the method of choice . ASTMC29 3-79 allows for the
determina tio nofthe ultimate tens ile stren gth of'ccncrete prisms subjected to an indirectload,
which is calle d the mod ulus ofrupture, R. It is thisparameter that is usedin determination
of the effects ofan alkal i-aggregate on the indirec t tensile properties ofconcrete.
Research co nducted by Swamy andAI-Asali (1988), andSwam y (1992) indicated that losses
of 30% to 85% could occur depending on theaggregate type. and the exact testing regime
utiliu:d. However, the results from each particular investigation. are only relevant to that
investigation. Direct comparison ofresults fromall other research is oot accurate since the
results obtained are too affected by a multitude ofparameters.
The following sections investigate the effects of an alkali .aggregate reaction on the modulus
of rupture of concrete using two different aggregates.
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4.4.2 Mo dulw of Rupture (NSC - Highly Reactive)
For the nonnal strength concret e samp les consi sting ofthe potentiall y reactive aggregate, the
resul ts show both the sampl es locat ed in the water, and samples located in the solution.
experience an increase in overall strength with time . The modulus of rupture of samples
loca ted in the NaOH so lution, increase in strength from 4.16 MPa to 5.46 MFa over the 12
week testing period . Thi s represents an increase o f 3001o. Samples locat ed in the de-ionized
water also experi enc e in increas e in the Modulus of Rupture from 4 .16 MPa, to 5.65 MPa.,
over the same time frame . This represents an overall increase of approximately 36 %. Refer
to Figures 46 and 47, as well as, Tables 34 and 35, for results and analysis for these
specimens.
It wasinitially hypothes ized thatsamples located in the NaOH solution would experience a
decrease in overall indirect tensile strength for all of the testingperiods. Howe ver, this is
obviously not the case , and contradicts the findings ofother researchers. Nonetheless, sample
size may have attributed to achieving the increasing trend for the samples located in the
solution. It would have taken much longer for the deleterious NaOH so lution to permeate the
larger prism samples (75 mm x 75 rom) , than it would have to permeate the direct tension
specimens (37.5 mm x 75 rom) to promote micro crack formation . However, sinc e other
researchers have shown the indirect tension test to be sensitive to the effec ts of alkali -
aggregate reacti vity (Swamy and Al-AsaIi (1988),and Clar k (1990», these results are deemed
inconclusive. Moments may have beenintroduced ifthere wasany eccentricityofthe loadin g
ram, or the load may not have beenapplied eve nly, thus decreasing the net load bearing area.
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Figure 46 . AYf. R vs. Dme fNSCinSolUlion -HighlyReacrivel
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Tab[~ 34
- ndirect Tensio n Rf!su/' ~ m,t:;{"in Soluti n - Hi " , Rf!Qrtnllol
T ime Sample R MeanR Avg. -/_ Std. De\'. Cocfficiea t
(days) • MP. Solution orr 'c Solution orV.riatio n
MPo Solution MPo
18 I 5.04
doys 2 4.00
3 3.92 4.16 9.8 1 % 0.51 0.26
4 3.76
6wk 1 5.44
2 4.82 4.99 11.77 % 0.4 0.16
3 4.70
9 wk 1 5.53
2 4.71 4.91 11.57 % 0.55 0.3
3 4.48
I:Zwk 1 5.79
2 5.49 5.46 12.88 % 0.28 0.08
3 5.11
Tnh/,. H «Indire I ensi. n Rt!_n.. /tr tNSr in W; ter ~ Hiph/ v " ~""'"
Time Sample R M... R Avg. % Std. De\'. Coefficient
(days) • MP o Solution orr 'c Solution orv.riation
MPo Solution MPo
28 I 5.04
d. ys 2 4.00
3 3.92 4.16 9.81 % 0.51 026
4 3.76
Owk 1 5.80
2 4.87
3 6.43 5.58 13.16 % 0.69 0.47
4 5.22
9 wk 1 6.16
2 0.15 5.83 13.76 % 0.56 0.32
3 5.18
I:Zwk 1 5.40
2 5.59 5.65 13.34% 0.24 0.06
3 5.97
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4.4.3 Modulw of Rupture (NSC. Marginally Reactiv e)
Indirect, normal strength. tension samples consisting of aggregate B. the potentially
marginally reactive aggregate. did.however, follow a simi lar trend to that determined by
previous rescarchers (Swam yand Al-Asali (1988 ). Swamy (l 992)). Samples subjected to the
NaOH solution experienced adecrease in the modulus of rupture from 5.45 MPa (tested after
the initial 28 day curing period) to 4.14 MPa, after being subjected to the solution for 12
weeks. This represents a decrease of approximately 2S % . Sample subjected to the de-
ionized water remained. for the most part, at the same ultimate strength, 5.45 MPa,
throughout the testing period . Refer to Figures 48 and 49, as well as, Tables 36 and 37 for
corresponding results and analysis.
It is unclear why the normal streDgth concrete containing the moderately reactive aggregate
did experience losses in modulus of rupture over the testing period, whereas the normal
strength concrete containing thehighly reactiveaggregate experienced gains in modulus of
rupture. Again.the only explanation would bea decrease in the net load bearingarea due to
skewness of'the prisms. andI or any eccen tricity of theloading ram.which may have resulted
in the application of moments.
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f igure 48 - Am R vs. Time fNSe in Solution - Moderately ReacINe J
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Table 3" - Indire t T; tion Results t1IIsr I" Solution - Maderat ,1"Reaetiv
Time Sample R MeanR Avg . -Io Std . Dev. Coefficient
(days) • MP. Solution of£ ' ~ Solution ofVaria tioDMP. Solution MP.
2. I 5.03
days 2 5.59
3 5.44 5.45 11.63 % 0.31 0.1
4 5.76
6 wk I 4.77
2 4.64 4.87 10.40% 0.3 0.09
3 5.21
' wk I 4.42
2 4.83 4.82 10.28 % OA 0.16
3 5.21
11wk I 4.37
2 3.5 1
3 4.37 4.14 8.84 % 0.42 0.18
4 4.33
'able 37 · Indirect Te ton Results ~r in Water - M. d rateiv Peae....",
T ime Samp le R Mean R Avg. % Std . Dev. Coe fficient
(days) • MP• Solution of£ ' ~ Solution of Variation
MP. Solution MP.
2. I 5.03
da ys 2 5.59
3 5.44 5.45 11.63% 0.31 0.1
4 5.76
6 wk I 6.12
2 5.08 5.49 11.71 % 0.56 0.31
3 5.27
'wk I 5.12
2 5.15 5.38 11.47 % 0.42 0.17
3 5.86
12 wk I 5.73
2 5.46
3 4.96 5.38 11.48% 0.48 0.23
4 5.94
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4.4.4 Modulus of Rupture (lISe - Highly R eactive)
To the author' s knowled ge. no literature bas been publishedregarding the effects ofan alkaIi-
aggregate reecuo ece the modul us of rupo.m:o f high strength concrete specimens. Howev er ,
testing was cond ucted on similar high strength concrete specimens to determine the modul us
of n.tpture alone . which provides a good basis for analysis of specimens tested herein.
Marzouk and Chen (1995) determined the modul us of rup ture of high strength cc ocrete
prisms . similar to that used throughout this investigation. It was determined that the mod ulus
of rop ture was approximately 9.4% f 'c. with tbe modulus o f rupture being approximately
200010 of the directtensile strength .
Testing of the 28 day high strength concrete specimens using the potentially highl y reactive
aggregate determined the modulus of rupture to be8.39 MPa. or 11.49 % off'c. This overall
strength is approximately 230 %of tbe directtensilestrength (4.9 %of f'c ). wbicb is in good
agreement with that determined by Marzouk and(ben ( 199 5). whoconfirmed the relati on
to be approximately 200 % oftbe direct tensile strengtb.
Samples located in the de-ionized water experienced an increase in strength ofapproximately
SO %. from 8.39 MPa to 12.48 MPa This increase in strength. can, once again. beattributed
to the secondary pozzolanic reaction, as previousl y discussed . Samples located in the
solution experienced a small increase in overall strength from 8.39 MPa to 9.39 MPa. an
increase ofapproximately 10 %. Since the only difference between both ho lding tanks is the
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sol ution type, the NaOH solutio n is the direct result of tbe minimized increasein modulw: of
rupture . Refer to Figures SOand 51, as well as, Tables 38 and 39, for results and analysis .
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Tabl, 18 · Indi"et T{'ISian RyuIcs msCin Solution . Highlv fkactivfl
Time Sample R Meao R Avg. -/_ Std.Dev. Coeffic:iellt
(day s) • MP. Solutiou orr 'c: Solutio n ofVariatiO IlMP. Solutioll MP.
'"
I 7.69
day s 2 8.10 &.39 1l. 49% 0.88 0.78
3 9.38
6wk I 6.80
2 8.48 7.95 10.90 % 1 1
3 8.58
9wk I 9.99
2 8.16 9.05 12.40% 0.92 0.84
3 9.00
12wk I 8.52
2 9.49 9.38 12.84% 0.8 0.65
3 10.12
TabU 39 - Indirect T(Man 8wIll fHSC in WaleI'· Highly lkaclivel
Time Sample R MoanR Avg. ~_ Std. Dev. Coeffic:iellt
(days) • MP. Solution off 'c Solutio n orV.riatioD
MP. Solutio n MP.
'"
1 7.69
days 2 8.10 8.39 11.49% 0.88 0.78
3 9.38
6 wk 1 13.66
2 10.33 12.04 16.50 % 1.67 2.79
3 12.15
9wk 1 11.39
2 11.69 11.71 16.04% 0.34 0.11
3 12.06
12 wk 1 11.13
2 13.08 12.48 17.10% 1.17 1.37
3 13.24
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4.4.5 Modulus or Rupture (USC - Marginally Reactiv e)
Sam ples located inboth thesol ution and thede-ionizedwater experiencedaa overal l increase
in modulus o f rupture throughout the testing period. For sam ples located in thede·toniud
water . the 28 day testing resulted in an average modulus ofruprure of 5.9 1MPa.representin g
821 % of f 'c. This again compared well with results o f experimentation conducted by
Marzouk andCben (1995) who detennined the mod ulus o f rupture of higb strength concrete
to beapp roximately 9.4% f 'c. Testing of samp les determined that at the 12 week testing
period, the mod ulus of rup ture of specimens from both gro ups increased to approximately 10
% of f' c, an increas e of approximately 20 %. Thistrend is quite simi lar to tha t observed in
the high stre ngth specimens co nsisting of the highly reacti ve aggregate (Refer to Figures 52
and53. as well as, Tables 40. and4 1).
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Tabl , 40 - lndiu ct T( n1ion Raul" atSC in Solution - Moderauly Rract ive l
Tim e Sa mple R MeanR Avg. % Sed.Dev. Coe fficie oc
(da ys) • MP• Solutio o orr '~ SolutioD orVanariooMP. SolutioD MP.
18 1 s.rt
days 2 5.39 5.91 8.21% 0.61 0.37
3 6.S7
6 ... I 1.31
2 6. 14 7.28 10.12% 1.12 1.25
3 8.38
.... I 7.43
2 6.42 6.6 9.17% 0.76 0.57
3 5.94
12 wk I 7.35
2 7.74 7.26 10.10% 0.53 0.28
3 6.69
Tabl~ 41 -Ind;,«t Tensiqn Rqulu fHSC in Water - Moderauly Rrac live 1
Time Sa mple R Mea D R Avg. ·"" SCd.Dev. Coe ffideDC
(days) • MP• So lutio D orr '~ SolutioD orVariatioDMP. Solutioo MP.
18 1 5.n
days 2 5.39 5.91 8.21% 0.61 0.37
3 6.57
6 ... I 7.41
2 9.34 8.14 11.31% 1.05 l.l
3 7.66
... I 7.11
2 7.02 7.07 9.83% 0.06 0
3 7.08
12wk I 6.84
2 7.40 7.36 10.23 % 0.5 0.25
3 7.84
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4.5 Freeze Thaw Results
4.5.1 General
Pulse velocity and dynamic measurement techniques have proven to be very useful in
determining the initiation ofconcrete:deterioration caused by alkali-aggregate reactiv ity for
both highl y reactiv e and slow ly reactive aggreg ates. This is due to the fact that each
technique is very sensi tive to changes in the internal micro-structure, and can register
measurable losses in mechanical properties before any visual observation cracking occurs.
Experimentation conducted by Swamy (1992, 1995) hasindicated losses in ultrasonic pulse
velocity and dynamic modulus of elasticity can be quite severe, howe ver, these experiments
were not conducted in conjunction with freeze..thaw cycling of specimens.
All specimens, both nonnal and high strength, that are to besubjected to freeze-thaw cycling
will first be submerged in either de-ionized water or theNaOH solution for a period of 6
weeks. after the initial 28 day curing period. It is believed that this time frame will allow the
initiation of an alkali-aggregate reaction in specimens submerged in the aggressive NaOH
solution.
It is predicted that the nonnal strength specimens containing the potentially highly reactive
aggregate will expe rience greater los ses in boththe ultrasonic pulse velocity and the dynamic
modulus of elasti city than for the DOnna! strength concrete containing the potentially
marginally reactive aggregat e. Due to the increased resistance of the micro structure of high
strength concrete to freeze-thaw cycling, it is believed that samples containing both aggregate
ISO
samp les wi ll behave qui te similarly, experiencing no appreciable difference in ultrasonic
pulse velocity or dynamic modul us of elasticity .
Manouk and Jiang (1994) conducted extensive investigations regarding the effects of freeze-
thaw cycling on the properties of high and normal strength concrete. After subjecting the
sampl es to 300 freeze - thaw cycles, the re lative dynamic modulus of elasticity was
de termined to be 88 % of the initial for high strength co ncre te, and 73 % for thc normal
strength concrete. These values indicate the increased durab ility ofhigh strength co ncrete to
freeze-thaw cycling. Testing co nducted throughout this cxperimentation is expected to show
similar reductions for samples initially subjected to the de-ionized water , in both the high
strength and normal strength sam ples . However , greater losses in dynami c modulus and pulse
velocity are expected for sam ples initial ly subjected to thc aggressive NaO H, and more so for
samplcs consisting of the potentially reactive aggrega te .
4.5.2 Freeze - Thaw Resul ts (NSC - Highly Reactive)
Determination of thc dynamic modulus of elasticity for the normal strength concrete
consistingofthe potenti ally reactive aggregate revealed significant differences throughout the
complete testin g period . Samples located in the de-ionized wate r experienced only a 10%
decrease in dynamic modulus after being subjected to 300 freeze-thaw cycles. How ever,
samples loca ted in the solution for 6 weeks after the initial curing period experie nced a 24 %
decrease in dynami c modulus after being subjected to 300 freeze- tha w cycles wi th respect
to the 28 day value . These values indicate that concrete experiencing an alkal i-aggregatc
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reaction is more prone to increased deterioration as a result of frecze-thaw cycling. as
indicated by previous researchers ( Davies and Obcrholstcr (1989). ludwig (1989) , Swamy
(1992) . and Swamy (1994)) . Refer to Figures 54 and 55.
Ultraso nic pulse velocity measurements were also recorded on each specimen at the various
interval s, in both the longitudinal and transverse direction (refer to Figures 56 and 51).
Results oflongitudinal pulse velocity measurements indicate that losses on the order of 13
% were observed in samples after 300 freeze - thaw cycles that were initiall y located in the
NaOH solution. However, samples initially subjected to the de-ionized water for a period of
6 weeks, indicated a loss ofless than 5 % in pulse velocity after being subjected to 300 freeze
• thaw cycles. losses in transverse pulse velocity measurements were quit e simi lar. with
samples initially subjected to the de-ionized water experiencing a 10% decrease, whereas
specimens initially located in the NaOH solution experienced approximately 13 % decrease
in pulse velocity. The effect ofan alkali-aggregate reaction on the durability ofconcrete is
substantiated.
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Figure 54 - Effects ofF-TCycling on Ed . NSC (Highly Reactive)
Ed vs. Freeze· Thaw Cycl es
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Figure 55 - Effects ofF-TCvcling on Relative Ed - NSC (Highlv Reactive)
Relative Ed vs . Freeze Thaw Cycles
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Figure 56 ~ E(kcts o(F~TCycling on Pulse Velocity - NSC (Highly Reactive)
Avg. Pulse Velocity vs F-T Cycles
Sample E - Normal Strength Concrete
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Figure 57 - E(kcts o(F~T Cycling on Pulse Velocity ~ NSC (Highly Reactive)
Avg . Pulse Velocity vs. F-T Cycles
Sample E - Normal Strength Concrete
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4.5.3 Freese-Thaw Results (NSC - Moderately Reactive)
The dynamic modulus of elasticity determined on the normal strength consisting of the
potentially marginally reactive aggregate (aggregat e B) resulted in unexpected results.
Samples initially submerged in the de-ionized water before undergoing the freeze-thaw
cycling process revealed results quite similar to the corresponding testing of normal strength
concrete consisting of the potentially highly reactive aggregat e. Losses in the dynamic
modulus of elasticity were approximately 6.5 % after undergoing 300 freeze - thaw cycles.
However, samples that wereinitially submerged in the solution for 6 weeks prio r to the freeze
• thaw cycling process, experienced losses in dynamic modulus of elasticity on the order of
60 %. These losses are much greater than the 24 % loss in dynamic modulus determined
from samples consisting of the potentially highly reactive aggregate, and are contrary to what
is believed should have been apparent. However . progressive deterioration of the ends of the
prisms with increased freeze• thaw cycling were noticed by the author throughout the testing
period. Such deterioration may be explained by inadequate compaction of the samples at the
time of placement into the forms. Refer to Figures 58 and59.
Determination of both longitudinal , and transverse, pulse velocities for normal strength
concrete samples consisting of the potentially marginally reactive aggregate also followed the
same trend as that of the dynamic modulus of elasticity. For samples initially located in the
de-ionized water . longitudinal pulse velocities were recorded as marginally increasing at
0.7%, whereas the same samp les expcricnccda loss in transverse pulse velocity of less than
2 %. However , samples initially submerged in the NaOH solution experienced losses in
ISS
longitudinal pulse velocities ofapproximately 30 %, and losses in transverse pulse velocity
ofapproximately 37 'Yo. However, thepulse velocity measurements recorded in the transverse
direction may produce less accurate results, since the longitudinal measurements have a much
longer distance of travel, which results in less error due to the resolution of time measurement
(Manouk and Jiang. 1994). Refer to Figures 60 and 61 .
Nonetheless. these resul ts are not consistent with those initially expected, especially when
considering the fact that a less reactive aggregate bas resulted in markedly significant
increases in losses to both the dynamic modulus of elasticity. as weU as pulse velocity
measurements.
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Figure 58 - Efkcts ofF-T Cycling on Ed - NSC (Moderatelv Reactive)
Ed vs. Freeze - Thaw Cycles
Sample B - Normal Strength Concrete
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Figure 59 - Effects ofF-T Cyclin g on Relative Ed - NSC (Moderately Reactive)
Relative Ed vs. Freeze Thaw Cycles
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Figure 60 - Effects ofF-T Cycling on Pulse Velocity - NSC (Highly Reactive)
Avg . Pulse Velocity vs. F-T Cycles
Sample B - Normal Strength Concrete
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Figure 61 - Effects ofF-TCyeling on Pulse Velocity - NSC (Highly Reactive)
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4.5 .4 Freeze-Th aw Results (lISe • Highly R eactive)
High stn:ngtb co ncrete samples initially subjected to de- ionized water and. aggress ive NaOH
so lution consisting of thepoten tiall y reacti ve aggregate did DOtsho w an y losses in either the
dynamic modulus of elasti city,l ongitudinal pulse vel ocity . or transverse pulsevelocity . Refer
to figures 62 through 65.
The dynamic mod ulus of elastici ty for sam ples subjected to water and so lution did show an
initi al increase after being in the respective tanks for a period of 6 weeks. Howev er, afte r
und ergoing 300 freeze-thaw cyc les , bo th samp les returned to almost exac tly the same value.
In additi on, pulse ve locity measurements for both high strength concrete samp les cons isting
ofthc potentially highly reacti ve aggregate followe d a simi lar trend . Afte r being subjected
to 300 freeee - thaw cyc les, the resulting ultraso nic pulsevelocity reco rded was almost equal
to that recorded after the initial 28 day curing period.
These results confirm the improved dwability of high strength concrete to freeze • thaw
cyc ling . Testing conducted by Marzouk and Jiang (1994) revealed that two high strength
specimens also had experienced losses in dynamic mod ulus of elasticity of less than5 ¥. for
spec imens that were 20 nun x 75 mm x 300 mm. The results obtained herein are deemed
co ns istent with that of Marzouk and Jiang (1994).
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Figure 62 - EtTects ofF-TCycling on Ed - HSC (Highly Reactive)
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Figure 64 - E([em ofF-T Cycling on Pulse Velocity - lise (Highly RfOCliveJ
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Figure 65 - Ettects ofF-TCycling on Pulse Velocity - Hse (Highlv Reactive )
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4.5.5 Freeze-Thaw Results (llSC - Moderately Reactive)
High strength concrete sampl es consisting o f the potentially marginally reactiv e aggregat e
followed a very similar trend to that found of high strength concret e usin g the potentiall y
reacti ve aggregat e. The only exception was that of the transve rse pulse velocity which
experie nced onl y minor decreases. However, due to the increased error associated with the
shorter distance of pulse travel , lhe transverse ultrasoni c pulse velocity has been cons idered
not to decrease throughout the testin g durati on. Refer to figure s 66 through 69.
Both samp les located in the water, and in the aggress ive NaOH solution did show a
substan tial increase (on the ord er of 7 %) in the dynamic modulus of elasti city after being
submerged in the respective tanksfor a period of6 weeks . This trend was also eviden t in the
high strength concrete cons isting ofthe potentially highly reacti ve aggrega te. and is the result
of the secondary reac tion due to the elevated storing temperatures. However, after both
samp le sets underwent 300 freeze - thaw cycles, the dynami c modulus, as well as the
longitudinal ultrasonic puls e velocity, was determined to be approximately 3% higher for
those contained in the solution. and 5% higher for those contained in the de-ionized water .
When comparing these results with those obtained from the high strength concrete utilizing
the potential ly highly reacti ve aggrega te , it is seen that the potential ly marginall y reacti ve
aggregate experiences slightly higher gains in material propertie s after the complete testing
period, which is expecte d. These results , as with those obtained from testing the high
strength concrete with the potentially highl y reactive aggregate, again confirm the increased
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durability of high ~gth concrete to repeatedfreeze- thaw cycling . Cons idering sample
size , these results are also deemed consistent with that determined by Marzouk and Jiang
(1994) .
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Figure 66 . Effeqs ofF-T Cycling on Ed - HSC tModeratelv Reactive)
Ed vs. Freeze - Thaw Cycles
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Figure 68 - Efk cts ofF-T Cycling on Pulse Velocity - HSC (Moderately Reactive)
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4.6Crup ResuJts
4.6.1 GeDen l
Creep is defined as the grad ual increase in strain of coacrete under a sustained stress. and is
very impo rtan t in the design of modem day structure s. Often. the rate of appl ication of the
pre-determined load can affect the amo unt o finstantancous strain resulting on the speci men.
However. for al l samples tested. the load was generally applied in the same manne r. It is
important to re- iterate thatall samples testedwereDOtsubjected to shrinkage due to the fact
that they were sto red in thecuring room (100% RH @23"C).therefore.aII chartsrepresent
When creep occurs in concrete. it is actually the volume of hydrat ed cement paste whic h
undergoes creep . The aggregates act in restraint. and are usuall y not likely to creep .
especiall y with normal weight aggregates. However. theaggregates mod ulus of elasti city .
porosity. andmineralogical conten t all effect the overall value of creep obtained.. In addition.
the type of cem ent. fineness of cement. chemical admixtures. andsupp leme ntary cementing
material s used in the mix desi gn. storage temperature, specimen size . and relative humi dity
all affect the overall creep of the concrete. For this investigation.. all of the pre viousl y
mentioned items remain the same. except for the aggregate type . However. both aggregate
types bave approximately the same mat erial properties. with the ooly difference being the
reactivity of the aggregate. Therefor e. any diffcrences between cree p experi enced in concrete
using both aggr egates types . for both the normal and high stren gth mix desi gn. wi ll be the
directresult of the aggregates reactivity only.
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Creep has been found to continue for a very long period of time. if not indefinite ly. However .
aftertbeapplication oftbe initial load, itcan be seen that creep will continually decrease with
lime. and apparently teed toward some limiting value afteran infinite period. It is important
to note that the rate of creep increases with an increase in the strength - strain ratio for both
normal and high strength concrete (Marzouk (1991). Neville (1995».
Creep of both nonnal and high strength concrete at room temperature is influenced, for the
most part, by the move men t ofevaporab le water from the tobermorite gel. However, lower
creep strains are usually experienced by high strength co ncrete compare d with normal
strength conc rete. These results can be explained by the secondary hydrati on process
between the calcium. hydroxide and silica of high strength co ncrete . This reaction results in
the degree ofhydrati on being more developed in high strength concrete than that found in
normalstrength concrete. and thus a stronger. moredurab le. micro structure (Ali and Kesler
(1964), Ma=uk(I99I ~ Nevi1Ie( I99S)).
Since the creep test is a prolonged compression test, it is assumed that the normal strength
coocrete specimens subjected to the NaO H solution will experience more creep. or
com pressi bility . than those submerged in the de-ionized water . Rotter (1995) states that
creepof specimens experie ncing an alkali-aggregate reaction is 2 to 4 times larger than that
of unaffected specimens. In addition. it is assumed that the normal stren gth concrete
consisting ofthe potentially highly reactive aggrega te will expe rience higher creep than that
consisting of the potentially marginal ly reactive aggregate due to the formatio n ofa higher
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percentage ofgel, which will be weake r than the hardened cement paste, and thus be more
compressible (Refer to Section 4.1).
To the authors knowledge, no creep testing bas been perfo rmed on high strength concrete
specimens with regard to alkali-aggregate reactivity. However, research conducted by the
Portland Cement Association has shown that high strength concrete usually experiences 40
Co70 % of the specific creepofnonnal strength concrete, and that creep strains are reduced
as the hydration process of high strength concrete proceeds. This is due to the fact that the
improving micro structure slows the moisture diffusion (Famy at al ., 1994).
The improved qualities of high strength concrete would lead one to asswn e that the effects
of the so lution will not be as great as for normal strength concrete specimens (Refer to
Section 4.1). Since the aggregate type is the only variable, any observed differences will be
the result of the reaction alone.
4.6.2 Cree p of Norma l Strength Concre te
Normal strength concrete containing the potentially reactive aggregate in solution was
observed to creep 1.94 times the amount observed in the same sample set subjected to the de-
ionized water after a period of 90 days (Refer to Figure 70) . This result is, once again,
attributed to the formation of micro cracks occurring from the alkali-aggregate reaction (as
explained in section 4.1), and is consistent with that reported by Rotter (1995). Creep
samp les consisting of the potentially reactive aggregate in solution were determined to creep
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1.47 times that of like samp les in the de-ionized water tank (Refer to Figure 71). The
reduction in creep is the result of a decreased alkali-aggregate reaction occ urring within the
specimens, which is the direct result of the aggregate mineralogy .
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Figure 70 - Creep ofConereIe - NSC (Highly Reactive)
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4.6.3 Creep of High Streagtb Ce eereee
High strength ccecrere containing thepotentia.lly highl y reacti ve aggrega te (aggreg ate E) was
also observed to experi ence an increased amo unt of creep with respect to like samples
containing the potentially marginally reactive aggre gate (aggrega te B). For the specimens
containing aggregate E.thos e subject ed to solution were observed to cree p an average of 1.44
times that of its counterpart located in the de-ionized water (Re fer to Figure n ). However.
samples containing aggregate B, aDd subjected to NaOH solution. were observed to creep
1.29 times that of those contained in water (Refer to Figure 73). These results also
substanti ate the improve d mi cro-structural quali ties of high strength concrete with respect to
normal stren gth concre te as reviewed in sectio n 4.6.1.
11 1
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5.0 Effect of AAR on Beam Moment-
Curvature
5.1 Gene ra l
Research regardi ng alkal i-aggregate reactivi ty has. for the most part, beenconce rned with the
effects on the mechanical properties of concrete. Some researchers have generated either
macro or micro models to aid in the overall understanding of thephenom enon . How ever ,
most have failed to bridge the gap betw een the experimental and practical on a level that is
useful to the design engineer .
In the following section, the effects oftheoretical expans ive strains resulting from an alkali-
aggregate reaction on the moment-curvaturc response of two common beam sections are
investigated. These beams, an I-section.. and a Tee- section, were chosen because the y are
present in many modem day structures, such as in buildings., and especiall y bridges. The
analysis ofthese sections is based on strain compatibility and equilibrium.equations . and will
be introduced later.
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Thetheoretical expansive strains, assumed to be the result of an alkali-aggregate reaction, will
be consid ered with respect to the long term response of the secti on. Theexpan sive strains
chosen were 0 IJE, 250 jJE, 500 IJE, and1000 IJE. A limiting val ue of 1000 IJE was chosen
because Habita et al . ( 1992) sho wed that for a weU-reinforced rectangular beam that was
subjected to aggre ssi ve agents in order to facilitate an alkali -aggregate reaction. the largest
expans ive strain measured was o f the order of 500 J.IE. It is be lieve d that under actual in-
service conditi ons, 1000 jJE is probably a limiting value .
5.2 Methodology
5.1.1 General
In order to better und erstand the proced ures invo lved in the determination of the mom ent-
curvature response , several parameters, and assumptions must be set forth.
For purpo ses of anal ysis, it is assumed that the section remains symmetrical about the verti cal
axi s, that the conc rete is only subj ected to strains in the axial directi on, and that the strains
remain uniform ove r the width ofany defined section. However, strains vary linearly over
the depth of the section (i.e., plane sections remain plane ). In addition, the members to be
investig ated wi ll onl y besubjected to Oexuralloads (no axial loads).
In detennining the moment-curvature respo nse ofa beam subjected to pure flexure, the most
co nvenient method is to asswne a concrete strain at the top of the section, and then, through
trial and error, determine the strain at the bottom of the sectio n which results in zero axial
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load. Calculating the bottom strains for varyin g top concrete strains will allow the
determination of the comp lete mom ent-curvature response of the section.
The methodology used in the determinat ion of moment -curvature respo nse is based on the
following equilibrium equations.
f fi dA. + f fi dA. + f f, dA, ~ N (5.1)
Ac As Ap
f fi y dA. + ffiydA. + f.f, y dA, ~ -M (5.2)
A< A< '"
Several additional compatibility equations, material stress-strain relationships, and
assumptions are alsorequired to determine the moment- curvature respo nse of a section.
InitiaUy, as previous ly stated, the strain in the concre te at the top of the section is assum ed.
The correct corresponding strain at the bottom of the section is determined by calculating the
strain atthe bottom of the section which, inconjunction with several compati bility equations .
results in zero axial load from equation 5.1. Secondly. the transformed area (A".."J.
transformed section modulus (l.,J , and section centroi d (y .....Jmust bedetermined in order
to know the location about which moments are to becalculated .
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Investigating any sectio n can beacco mplished by either simulatin g shortor long term loadin g
conditions. Since the com pa ti bility and material pro perty equations need be modified for
long term investigations. thesetopics will be in troduced separately.
5.2.2 Sho rt Term Moment - Cun_tare Response
Themechanical pro perties imponant in the dete rminati on of either response are the ultimate
concrete stre ngth (f 'c), strain at ultimate strength (e 'J, and the modulus of elasti city (E) are
required. For purpo ses of this investigation., the modulus of el asti city hasbeencalculated
using the ultimate strength from the following equa tion, where f 'c was assumed to be 35
MPa,
s; - 5500ff (MP.) (5.3)
Using the initi al tangent mod ulus <E.J. the strainat ultimate strength can bedetermined from
the following equation.
Eo = 2 F.
E', (5.4)
Tbc overall strain in any prestressed reinforcemen t can bedetermined. from the following
equati on.,
C pf = C c + s e; (5.5)
lnaddition., the stress in the prestressing strands can be calculated using the Ramberg-Osgood
equa tion as follows .
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f ~ 200000 C" 10.025 + [ ( 0.975 ) I I,1860MP. ( 5.6)
I' 1 1 + 118 &/'1 10 0.1
The overal l force in the prestressing strands can then be calculated using the following
equation..
F , - r , A, ( 5.7)
The finalstrain in non-prestressedreinforcementis assumedto beequalto thestrainin the
concrete at thatlocation. Therefore,
8 s '" lie (5.8)
In addition, the stress in the non-prestressed reinforcement can be determined using the
followin g equation .
f . - E. c. ' r, (5.9)
Using the following equation, the force in the non-prestressed reinforcement can be
determined.
F . ' f . A. (5.10)
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The force caused by the strains in the concrete is calculated based 00 the following equation.
Fe · a J<ft< , (5.11)
where ,
a p ~ ~ - IE, I E'"I] (5.12)
< .
and
p =~ (5.13)
6 - 2 E, /E /.,
Th e correct strain at the bottom of the sectio n correspo nding to the stra inat the top of the
sec tion has to ensure that the sum of the compress ive and tensile forces genera ted from the
aforementioned equations results inzerc axial load . Finally, when the correct bottom and top
strainshave been chosen to ensure, with aid o f the compatibility equations. that zero axial
load exists. mome nts can be taken about the centro idal axis. TIlecurvature for the particular
moment can bedetenninc:d from simp le geometry .
5.2.3 Long Term Mom ent - Curva tu re Response
M with the short term response equations. the ultima te concre te strength (f 'c). strain at
ultimate st:rength(E 'c), andthe modulus ofelasticity (E) crccoeere are required . However,
the time dependant effects of creep, sbrinkage, re laxation, and temperature must also be
considered for each sectio n. For the following long term investigations, no thermal effects
were considered .
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Creep can be accounted for by using a modified stress - strain relationship . If the ultimate
:strength of the cylinder (f 'c) is known.theeffective modulus of elastic ity used in simulation
oflong term effects can be calculated using tbe followin g equation.
(5.14)
Themodified strain at ultimate strengthof the cylinder used for long term loadin g can be
calculated from the same equatio n as present ed in Equa tio n 5.4, however , the modulus of
elasticity must be replaced with the effective modulus ofelasticity .
It is assumed tha t the prestressing strandslose 3% of their initial stress due to relaxation .
Therefore, the effective modul us of elasticity for the prestressing strands canbedetcnnincd
using the follo wing equatio n.
E4 .p - (1- Relaxati onl E; (S. IS)
Themod ulus o f elasticity for ne e-prestressed reinforcement is assumed not to beaffected by
any long term loading .
M with the determina tion of the moment curvature response of a section under short tenn
loadin g. the strains in the concrete at different locations throughout the sectio n have to be
determin ed . The compati bility equations used ind etennining the final strains under long tenn
analysis need to include the effects of shrinkage and tem perature.
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The final strain in any prestressed reinforcement can be determined from the following
equation.
(5.16)
Tbe final strain in oon-premc:ssed reinforcement can be calculated using the following
equation.
& sf .. &c - &sth - &AAR (5.17)
The final long term.strain in the concre te canbe calc ulated wing the following equation.
& cf - &c - &cth • &AAR (5.18)
As with thedetermination of the short term. moment - curvature response, when the correct
bottom aDdtop strains bave been chosento ensure. with aid of tbe compatibility equations.
thatzero axial loadexists. moments can betaken aboutthe c:entroidal axis . However , for the
prestressing strands, the Ramberg - Osgood Equation (Equati on 5.6) must be modified to
determine the stnJ.in at which the strandswill rupture underlong term loading. The ultimate
stress of the strands remains unchanged. However, the effective modulus of elasticity must
be usedin the equation. Therefore,
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f - 194000 Ii" {0.025 + [ ( 0.975 ) I LI860MPa (5.19)
, 1 + us Elf 10 uf
Using the modified modulus of elasticity , and ultima te ~gthofthe prestressing strand, the
prestressing strand is assumed to rupture at an ultimat e strain (E rtJof 0.054 ue (5.4 %) .
The forces due to the non -prestressed reinforcement, and the concrete are calculated in the
same manner as with the short term loading scenario . However. the strains used in the force
equations must be those determined using the long term final strain equation as introduced
above.
For the long term loading. several different theoretical AAR smins (250. 500. and 1000 J.lE)
will be investigated. as well as long term effects without the iDcorporation of AAR strains,
The effects of the differen t loading scenarios are shown in the following sections.
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S.3 Tee -.Section M oment - Curvature RespoD5e
Often wi th construction of bridges or-floor systems. supporting beams and slabs are cast
together in a continuous pourso that the entire system is monolithic. 1be slab, extending on
either side of the beamis lben considered as the flange, with the beam (we b) and flange
resulting in the formatio n of a Tee-section, 1be Tee-section chosen for analysis is shown in
Figure 74.
fo r this particuJar sectio n, it is assumed that the we b has7 layers of prestressing tendo ns
loca ted at SOmm intervals from the bottom of the secti on with SOmm of cover . It is also
ass umed that for each interval , a total area of 200 mm 2 of prestressing tendon exists.
Particulars such as prestrain due to jacking, modulus ofelasticity for the tendo ns, and ultim ate
main before rupture can be found in Table 42.
It is assumed that there is no non-prestressed reinforcement located in the section, and that
tensi on stiffening only OCCW'Saround theprestressing. Thennal strains are not included in
this investigation. bowever, shrinkagestrains of -0.48 x I()"Jare present, In addi tion, for tbc
long term investi gations , AAR strains of 0, 250, 500 and 1000 Jl.E will be investi gated.
Strains resulting from aIkali-aggregate reacti vity, since being expansi ve, are considered
positive. However , it is assumed that the strains due to AAR will only affect non-prestressed
reinforcement (in this case not present) , and the surro unding concrete . This investigation is
also conduc ted assuming several different layers ofconcrete , the dimensions and locations
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of which are listed in the foUowiDgtable. The moment - curvature response oftbe section
is located in Figure 75 .
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Figure 74 · TEE-Section Investigated
Note :
See Tab le 45 for
Material
Properties and
Section Detail s
Area = 0.3563 m2
Height = 1000 mm
Centroidal Axls e 650 mm
(from bottom)
Width = 2400 nun (top)
Width ""200 mm (bottom)
Ixx ""0.026921 m4
Figure 75 - Moment Curvature Response ofTee - Section
Moment - Curvature Response
TEE - Section
20 40
Curvature (rads I km)
60
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TensionStiffening
Factor
0.70
0.00
top width
[~]
200
200
ase
2400
2400
Table 42 - Tee • fectjon Properties
!ResponseVersion I Daza.File
Copyright 1990A. Felber
INameof Section; Tee-Bnm
!Units MlU'MetricIU.S.Customary': M
INwnberof Conaere Types(1·5):
i~>;:ber ~lIJ [M::Strainl
II 35.00 -7.959
'2 35.00 ·7.959
]Numberof RebarTypes ( 1-5); 0
!Nwnberof Tendon Types (1-5): IIType [Ramberg-Qsgood-Factors-)
INumber AB C EI~~odulUSII 0.025 118.000 10.000 194000
iHeight of Section; 1000 mill
iDistanceto Moment Axis: 650
IshearYIN'Y='No': N
I
INumberof Conacte Layers ( I-20): 5
iLayer v bottomwidthl [~] [[EJ
3 712 200
4 788 350
5 862 2400
fpu
[MPo]
1860
eprupture
(MiIli-slnin]
54.000
height Type
[mm] Number
450 1
262 2
7S 2
7S 2
38 2
Number ofTendonLayers(0-10) ; 7
"''''
, Am>
""""""
Tl'P'
N= "" [~] [mm~) [Milli..strain) N=""
I so 200 6.000 I
2 100 200 6.000 I
3 ISO 200 6.000 I
4 200 200 6.000 I
s 250 200 6.000 I
I; 300 200 6.000 I350 200 6 000 I
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5.4 I · Section Moment - Curvatu re Response
I · sections arc:often used as girders in prestressed bridge construction. and will be the next
section considered in themoment- curvature response investigation. The section chosen for
analysis is shown in Figure 76, whereas additi onal sectional propertie s are located in Table
43.
It is assumed that the l-section bas2 layers ofprestre5sing tendons . The first is located at 50
mm from the bottom of the section with an area of300 mm1, whereas the second layer of
prestressing is located at 100 mm from the bottom with an area of 200 mm' . AIl other
parameters regarding the ultimate stress of the tendons, and strain at which rupture occurs ,
in both the long and short tenncases, remains identical to those consi dered during the Tee-
section investigation.
The I-section is assumed to have an area of600 mm" non -prestressed reinforcement loca ted
at 50 rom from the top of the section. This particular reinforcement is asswned to have a
modulus of elasticity of200EJ MPa, and an ultimate stress of 400 MPa It is also assumed
that the reinforcement will rupture at a strain of 40E-3 in both short and long tenn
investigations.
Tension stiffenin g for the I - section is considered to occur around both kinds of
reinforcem ent . Once again, thenna! strains are not included in this investigation, howev er,
shrinkage strains of -0.48E3 are present . As conducted for the Tee- section investigation,
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theoretical expansive strains of 0, 250, SOOand 1000 ....e resulting from alka.Ii-aggtegate
reactivity will be investigated, and that these strains will DOt affect the prestressed
reinforcement, Thedifferen t layers of concrete considered in this investigatio n, as well as
other material and sectional properties are listed in Table 42. The moment - curvature
response oftbe sectio n is located in Figure 77.
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Figure 76 - l-Section Investigated
Area = 0.1044 m!
Height =650 mm
Centroidal Axis =308 mm
(from bottom)
Width = 250 mm (bottom)
Width = 250 mm (top)
lxx = 0.004870 m'
Note:
See Table 46 for
Materia l
Properties and
Section Details
Figure 77 - Moment Curvature Response of I - Section
Moment Curvature Response
I - Section
~ I
Loodiog / ~ 1p;"gT'~ ~
I' Loadingwith~~ooo microstrain
f l&ueby AAR
Ii I
1/ /
I I
500
~ 400
~ 300
6 200
&j 100
~ 0
::;:;
-100
-200
-40 -20
hartconta jnsahoxtter1n,longterm,iiildong
term~sponseofSectionsubjectedto250,500,
1000microstrain caused by AAR
o 20
Curvature (rads I km)
40 60
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Table 43 - 1- Section Properties
Response Version I Data-File
Co pyright 1990 A. Felber
Name of Sectio n: l-Section
Units M1U'MetriclU.S. Custo mary': M
Number of Concrete Types (1-5):
Type fc ec' Tension Stiffening
Number (MPa] [Milli-Strain] Factor
I 35.00 -7.959 0.70
2 35.00 -7.959 0.00
3 35.00 -7.959 0.70
Number of Rebar Types (1-5):
Type Elastic Modulus fy
Number [MPa] [MPa]
I 200000 400
Number of Tendon Types (1-5) : I
Type (Ramberg -Osgood-Factors-- ]
Elastic Modu lus
Number ABC [MPa]
1 0.025 118.000 10.000 194000
esh es rupture fu
[millistrain] [MPa]
20.0 40.0 400
fpu eprupture
[MPa ] [Mi lli-Strain]
1860 54.000
Height of Section:
Distance to Moment Axis:
Shear YIN 'YesINo ':
650
308
N
Number of Co ncrete Layers (1-20): 5
Layer y bottom width
Number (mm] (mm]
1 0 250
2 100 250
3 225 100
4 525 100
5 575 250
top width
[~I
250
100
100
250
250
height
[~J
100
125
300
50
75
Type
Numbe r
I
I
2
2
3
Number of Rebar Layers (0-10) :
Layer y Area Type
Number [mm] (mm"2] Number
I 600 600 1
Typo
Numbe r
I
I
Prestrain
(Mill i-Strain ]
6.000
6.000
Number of Tendo n Layers (0-10) :
Layer y Area
Number [mm] [mm"2]
I 50 300
2 100 ;lQ' '-~_----'''''''''---_ _ i- ~
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5.5 Discussion of AA R effect on Beam Moment - Curvature Response
The l-section. and Tee-section previously invest igated are representative of those ofte n used
in modem day construction. From the moment- curvature response of both, it can be seen that
the curva ture does increase somewhat when considering the short term response in
conjunction with the long term response without the addition of strains resulting from alkali-
aggregate reactivity. These findings are consistent with an analysis of any section with regard
to moment-curv ature response.
Examination of the results does show that even when a theoretical expansive alkali-aggregate
strain of 1000 ue is assumed to be present, the effects on the moment-curvature response are
minimal. The reduction in moment capacity, and curvature of both sections is minimal
« 5%). It is important to note that although the curvature of the sections increases slightly
as the theoretica l AAR strain is increased, the effect may be less in actual field performance
conditions. The bond of the cement and the reinforcement should be considered. However,
it is beyond the scope of this report.
These findin gs are consistent with those detennined by Clayton et al. (1990), and Turdoff
(1990), as reviewed in section 2.6.3. Tumoffconclud ed that for several prestressed concrete
beams that had been affected by alkali-aggregate reactivity, the bending moment capacity of
the section had not been affected . In fact, in some cases the capacity of the section had
increased. Clayton et al. (1990) also concluded that for well-reinforced sections affected by
alkali-aggregate reactivity, no adverse side effects were experienced.
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6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
Research over the past few decades bas indica ted than an alkali-aggregate reactio n can bea
ca talyst in premature deteriorati on of co ncrete structures. In the past, alkali - aggregate
research in Newfo undland was limi ted to petrographic examinationofaggregates, acce lerated
mortar bar testing , and concrete prism testing . Howev er, due to recent developments in
Newfoundland regarding the Hibernia project. the lower Churchill River, and the possibility
of several other mega projects. research regarding theeffect of an alkali-aggregate reaction
on the mechanical properti es of concrete was initiated. The following is a summary oCtbe
major findings. eod includes recommendations for further research.
• A peuographic examinationand accelerated mortar bartestin g were conducted for 7
locations in the province to de termine the aggregate's reactivity. Based on the resul ts
of the investigation, the aggregate's in Newfoundland can be classified into three
types; poten tially highl y reacti ve, potentially moderately rea ctive, and non- reactive.
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• Using the results of both the petrographic examination and the AMB testing. an
extensive testing regime was initiated. Thi s included over 800 sampl es of both
oonnal and high strength ccocrete consi sting of either a pot entiall y highly reactive
aggn:gate.. ora poten tially marginaI.lyteaetive aggregate. Samp les ofbo th nonnaJand
high strength were equall y divided, and placed in either a 80 -c so lution bath
co ntaining water , the co ntro l enviro nment, or 1M NaO H, to accelerat e the reacti on.
Sam ples of both strengths, from both sol ution baths , were tested after the ini tial 28
day curin g period, and at vario us intervals for an extended period of time . The
mec hanical properti es tested included com pression. direct tension, indirect tension.
freeze thaw, and creep testing. The results of each test specimen, from both the water
and so lutio n baths, were then compared .
• 1be effects of an aIka.Ii-aggregate reaction OD the mechanical properti es o f high
strength co ncre te were minimal. This is attributed to the im proved micro structure
of high strength co ncre te, as well as the improved grain refinement, and decreased
permeability which reduces the mobility of aggressive agents. In addition, the
additional calc ium silicate hydrates provided to the mix by the silica fume chemically
"tie- up" alkali es in the concrete that may otherwise be available to initiate an aIkali-
aggregate reacti on.
• In ge ne ral , normal strength concrete samp les containing the highly reactiv e aggregate
experience d the greate r losses in mech anical properties than the normal stre ngth
conc rete co ntaining the marg inally reactive aggrega te .
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• Thecompressive strength of oonnal strength concrete containing thehighly reactive
aggregate experienced a decrease in uJtimate com press ive strength of 28%, and a
decrease in modulus of elasti city ofSO'Yo. For thenormal stren gth concrete cootaining
the moderately reacti ve aggregate. the ultimate comp ress ive strengthremained almost
constant, while a decrease in mod ulus o f elasti city of 20% was recorded. These
results are fouod to be co nsistent with that determin ed from other researchers.
• The ultimate tensile strength of both the normal strength concrete containing the
highly and ma:rgina.lyreactive aggregate were found to bevery sensi tive to the effects
of an alkali-aggregate reaction. 1be ultim ate tensile strength of the normal strength
concrete containing the highl y and moderately reactive aggregate decreased by 37 %.
and31 % respectively. These results are attributed to the increased sens itivity of
direct tensi on testing to the effects of the reaction .
• The effects of an alkali-aggregate reacti on on the modulus o f rupture of normal
streogthconcrete specimens was deemed inconclusive. The modulus of ruptme of
specimens containing the highly reactive aggregate did not decreaseduring the testing
period, whereas, specimens co ntaining the modenttely reactive aggregate experienced
a decrease in the modulus ofrupture . Such unexpected behaviour can be explained
due to any eccentricity of tbc loading ram, or uneven loadin g app lication.
• The effects of freezin g and thawing on the mechanical properties of normal strength
concre te revealed that the spec imens containing the highly reactive aggrega te
experienced a decrease of 1J % in ultras onic pul se ve locity over the testing period.
whereas the specimens containing the moderately reacti ve aggregate experienced a
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30 % decrease. It was expected to see a larger decrease for normal strength specimens
containing the highly reactive aggregate. However. upon regular testing. it was
noticed that the specimens containing the moderately reactive aggregate experienced
• substantia1 amoun t ofscaling.which may explain the results .
• Creep of norma.! strength ececrete containing the highly reactive aggregate
experienced a 94% increase in creep strain with respect to the contro l after a period
of 90 days at a load equal to SO% of the ultimate compressive strength. Normal
strength specimens con taining the moderately reactive aggreg ate expe rienced a 48 %
increase in creepstrainwith respect to the control after a period of 90 da ys at a load
equal to 50010 of the ultima te compress ive stre ngth. These res ults were expec ted. and
arc attributed to the weak er cement gel formed by the more aggressive alkali-
aggregate reactio n.
• The theoretical investigation of the effects on an alkali-aggregate reactio n of the
moment curvature of two common stn1CtUral bridge beams was investigated. The
ccocept of strain compatibility andequilibrium wasusedto determine the effects of
the reaction on the long tenD. moment - curvature response of each section. It bas
beenfound that the effect for both sections wereminimal (<5%). These results arc
consistent with that determined from research conducted during the past decade
invo lving pre-stressed. an d well reinfo rced sections .
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Recommendations for Future RescaRh
• It is recommended that geochemi cal analysis invo lving either X.ray diffraction
analysis. scanning electron microsco pe techniques., or petrographic examinati on be
used to compare theproducts ofan alkali-aggregate reacti on ofl abo ratory specim ens
and samples taken from in-service structures. In this manner , the mecl1anical
properties oflaboratory samples co uld aid in the prediction offield struc ture respo nse
over its in-service life . In addition. duration of su bmergence in solution could
possi bly be linked to actual field service years.
• It is recommended tha t future laboratory samples contain reinforcement, Research
regarding reinforced co ncrete specimens may provide a better indication of the effects
ofan alkal i-aggregate reaction on acrua1 field perfonnance of structures.
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